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FOREWORD

The purpose of this briefing paper is to assist the
Senate-Committee on the Budget, and the Congress in general,
by providing information which can be used to help focus
upon and clarify issues, and to serve as input for further
policy and legislative analyses of the programs of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA).

To accomplish this purpose, in response to the Commit-
tee's request for information we have:

1. Summarized and provided a limited update
of reported major accomplishments and re-
ported limitations or shortcomings of the
principal components of the program and,
where possible, compared reported program
results to..the legislative mandate.

: 2.. Addressed and discussed the reported ad-
vantages and disadvantages of-general revenue
sharing, so-called *special revenue sharing
proposals," as wellas other possible program
alternatives.

This study is intended 'to -povide the Commnittee and Congress :
with: a. Lrange of .options .f.or futher- consideration of what -te -
.Pederal-role could or.should be with respect to crime and
·delinquency prevention, -control,, and: reduction and improve-
ment_.o'-law enforcement and the.administration of justice-.

Given the relatively short time frame for developing,
analyzing,-. and preparing this :information, we-have not been
able to:pe'frm -additional.ne-research, evaluation, or audit
work,.with. tLe exception of.updating and:. summarizing some
recent developments occurring in LEAA and the Department
of Justice.-.,. For, the mostpar.t we have drawn upon existing-
reported ·information and data, much of.-it available in pub-
lished form . . -. .... 

, ..H ..; ..,m. ... .... ' , ;..' .... '

Some of these sources include:

--Congressional .Researchb Service

. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

-- Brookings Institution-

--Executive .anagement,-Service,; Inc.



--National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning
.Administrators

--National League of Cities and the U.S..Conference of
Mayors

--National Association of Counties 

--National Association of State Legislatures-

--Council of State'Governments

--Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and its
- National Institute of Law Enforceme.t and Criminal

Justice

--National Academy of Sciences,'Assembly-of Behavioral
and Social Sciences - : .

--Various.grantees, contractors, -and other private and
public sources -- . . -.

--Previous GAO reports-an64 related evaluation 'and audit
results ---- .. -;i: " 

We also examined and considered-:the vievpoints' and-position. .
expressed by a number-;of agencfs,s ;-,groupao ;:and -individuals.'.-

--,:-5 -a * r ,,, z+ S a L. btiz I -- -; L: S.. i ..; -

-. Finally,- we intervier ed LEAA-officiaos ai.dsta.f'tob^ '-
tain additional 'inforBatilonlb'.hichidescrhlbs -*cutirrent' aind'-. :
planned activities,--programs,:initiatives, and recent 'dif i-
cations which have occurre-.:; -;; '- - - -

Horowver. , -it must '-iiphasts'..tshat 4.ith ~a..few) ex4ep, :.
tiona. we were not-ablei- ithin- the-_tim, -fraues/of theirequest,
to verify infor'at;ioainb-'di. gta analyses:ra"·y ':'from' ndn; -GAO' '

sources. *- Therefore: ritfi iot Ieb that &care must b -tbakern 
in interpreting, the-iigiitifance tfviartious'- ites: -os f ?infdor;- -t
mation and in generalizing' fro: specific cases.to bi>repre --
sentative of conditions and circumstances, nationwide...- ..

---We have-I-ncluded a, biblogtabylo tb * itti-ons to othe-

sources and relevant- publ-igationsl- . chNa6rawn-' -a
much of the Baterial -for:analyis aind sythesi;:.- Given the
complexity of many lo£fthe'.t i' sa ib -..4.fiOa's;-,
taken by many of -.the -authors),we e aen:cour ad -'stongl - trec-
ommend that these -'source -material ~lb:c,:6o lte~d-tobbtaln :
a more full and complete aseaasaen.;:To the 'fullest'-etent .. .
posseible, we have taken great' carde bat'e- r I 'ifd:the i6 'and

-: -":.- ': t :



issues raised from the source documents in the context with
which they have been presented. Descriptive program and fi-
nancial information about LEAA and States' activities was
provided to the Committee earlier in a separate study en-
titled 'Overview of Activities Funded by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration."

Finally, we wish to emphasize that this paper is not a
formal GAO position statement. Rather, it reflects a variety
of viewpoints and discusses a number of issues for which there
are no simple straightforward answers. We hope that it will
prove useful in developing an appropriate conceptual and ana-
lytic framework for use by the Congress in considering future
legislation.

Victor L. Lowe
Director
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INTRODUCTION

At first blush it would appear to be reasonable to ques-
tion whether after 9 years of operation the Crime Control
Act program has achieved some or all of the purposes for
which it was intended. Unfortunately there are no ready an-
sweis. At this time, it would not be possible for GAO--or
any other group for that matter-to determine whether the
LEMA program, overall, has had any measurable impact upon

--preventing,..controlling, and/or reducing crime and
deliaquency;:or

--improving the performance of the criminal justice sys-
tem.

The difficulties associated with attempting to provide answers
to these questions, discussed more fully further on, are basi-
cally. threefold:

(1) Valid andt.reliable measures-of crime and delinquency
are lacking.. 

(2) At present;it.is not possible to identify and isolate
.(separate.out) she influence-of other programs (non-
LEAA),. on-going. activities, .-policies, and procedural-.
changes.'.from the.efects, if any,.'produced by LEAA- -
assisted efforts.

(3) Crime 'and the penal codes of the States which set
forth and define .what behavior is considered S viola-
tion of legal norms vary from one State to the -iext

:and from one.time period to the nextr thereby com-
plicating the problem of defining what it is that
the various programs and projects carried out under

.:,., -<the Act are attempting to deal with.

.-.Another-issue-which introduces substantial difficulty in
.making a deterin,ation-,of the .impact of the program, overall
lin;;teris of the congressional-mandate, is the mandate itself.
Therel.is 3:significant. amount of confusion evidenced in the
va-ieous reports, studies, 9and debate.asuErounding the-defini-
tion o' the goals and-objectives-of the Act. To some, the .
O..nibus Crime Control and Safe Streets.Act, as amended, is
designed to prevent, control, and reduce crime and juvenile"
delinqiency, *-To- others, its goals are less ambitious: to ...

strengthen-andinmprove law enforcement and the administration
of justice'through technical and-financial assistance

- -1,



provided by the Federal Government or merely to Provide
some additional form of fiscal relief. Yet still others think
of the goals of the Act in terms of preventing, controlling,
and reducing crime and delinquency but differ in their views
as to the appropriate means to accomplish these ends.

In large measure, this ambiguity over goals and objec-
tives may be a byproduct of the compromise reached in accom-
modating the differing points of views of those who were sub-
stantivel' involved in and responsible'for the legislation.
The critical question which has not been addressed is in de-
fining the ability of the criminal justice system to affect
crime and delinquency reduction through some form of deter-
rence. Deterrence is considered by some to be brought about
through the sanctioning strategies employed by the criminal
justice system to enforce the criminal law.

The complexity of the issues becomes even more apparent
when examining two general models which characterize the
operation of the criminal justice system--the 'crime control
model' and the 'due process model.' 1/ The 'crime control
model' holds as its principal goal the suppression of criminal
behavior. The "due process model,' while not totally ignor-
ing the desirable goal of controlling crime, is more concerned
with promoting and reinforcing procedural safeguards against
violation of constitutional and human righta; extending
concepts of equity, fairness,-and efficiency-as 'matters-of-
co-equal impor'tance with the ccntrol of crimse. :-:--

The criminal justice System and the agencies vested with
the authority-'to carry out the enforcement of criminal law
tend to operate on principles which-are--a blend of these two
general models. The consequence':is:what' social and political
scientists refer to as institutionalized goal and role con-
flict. -.

It is not clear to-this day'whether it is appropriate or
feasible to-expect the criminal justice system to 'solve the
crime problem.. 'Bqually 'unclear;is the boundaryh-i- terethe
limits of criminal justice- sanctioning. strategies"begin-or
end and where the ultimate responsibility for crime and-de-
linquency problem-solving should-reside--i.e. :.with-Pederal,
State,-or local governnents,--orall three.-' Thus,,'in addition--

1/Herbert L. Packer, Two Models of the Criminal Process;,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, University of "Pennsylvania-.Law
Review, 1964, Vol. 113, No , pp. 1-68. -
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to re-examining some of the earlier assumptions about how

best to approach crime and delinquency ?roblem-solving, there
iS movement toward reassessing the current Federal role and

examining a variety of program and resource related policy
issues.

THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL APPROACF TO CRIME CONTROL
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT

Most of the various programs and processes implementsi-

the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, as amended,

recognize and generally account for the inherent separation
of'powers and intergovernmental structure of 'criminal just-

ice activities taking place at Federal, State, and local

levels. This framework provides a backdrop for the execu,.o:t

of planning, program developmer.t, research, evaluation e..--
cation, training, and a variety of supportive services a.:

are structured and carried out on an intergovernmental >:-;.

In addressing the variety and large number of proC:ain
activities and services, we have attempted to focus up. the

major program activities carried out by LEAA and the Sa.tes.

For convenience we have grouned them under component pr.-
gram headings (block, categorical, research, and evaluat'o.).
However, it should be noted that' the'i'ssues' treated; traiscend

the specific program areas in which they have.been presente-
in the discussion. There are a multiplicity of levels --t.ja

units of governme'nt; operating 'agencies, orgpanizations,-anu:

institutions which p'articipata in these Various programs i'-
one manner or anOther. 'Thus'while a specific program 'and

related issues are identified under-one component prcgrai
'

heading, its origins or ultimate effects'may lie with of'- r

more separate programs.

A good example would be the case of developing data :ases

and statistical procedures to analyze cr.ime and crimin- jus-
tice t".tp. Unless one critically exam7nes their applicability

for :. ning-and program development, research, evaluat-.on,

and > sight purposes meaningful i.nterpretation and valid
conc.L. ions might suffer or be overlooked.

Further, this issue of applicability noted in the above

example also must extend to consideration of the intergovern-

mental context in which such program activities occur. There -

are a number oefdifferent levels 'and combinations of govern-

mental units irvolved.' Some rel'ated -issues 'ls'o rtquire .
understanding of the preconditions emanating from the.con-

atitutional separation of powers.doctrine; such as that be-

tween the judicial and executive branches which can result
··· ~~ · : ._·i·: ::: ;:~~~~...



in jurisdictional conflict. An example here would be identi-
fying the actions of individual members of the judiciary
when recording criminal case dispositions for those
statistical functions carried out by an executive branch"-
agency.

Thus we will continually but implicitly recognize this
common theme of an intergovernmental program which may addi-
tionally confront a separation of powers situation. A 'total-
systems" approach to comprehensive criminal justice system
planning, a legislative objective of the Act, is possibly
the best example in this regard. The legislative branch has
responsibility for enacting and revising the criminal code,
the executive branch and portions of the judicial branch for
executing enforcement, adjudication, and rehabilitation, and
constitutional review of the criminal code and its-execution
is performed by a higher appellate level of the judicial
branch. .-

A mere detailed description of the nature and types of
funded activities carried out-under each.component-program
is outlined and presented along with the relative amount of
resources .devoted to them in a companion GAO staff study
titled OvervLevw of Activities, Funded by the Law Enforcement
Assistance'Aministratlon, -which was transmitted: earliet.
We urge the readero--consult, 'as needed, this companion
study for additional detailed information and descriptionf of
LEAA supported program activities.

LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER--
BACKGROUND INFORMATION . - - " -

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA),-
within the U.S. Department of Justice, represents the major
Federal effort to provide financial aid and technical assist-
ance to State and local governments to prevent,-contrcl, and
reduce crime 'and juvenile-delinquency, ands-to strengthen'
and improve State and local law enforcement and criminal
j ustice-capabil iies. · Towards these ends ; -LEAA administers
extensive planning and action.grant programs, as w :1 as.
programs .:.for academic .assistance,: research, and development.-.
support.

LRAA was created by'Title I, of the Omnibus Crime Con-
trol and Safe Streets Act.of '1968 (P.L. 90-351, Act of.
June 19, 1968; X2 Stat. 197;-'42 U.S.C. 3701 et _g.1.
Other titles of the Act were unrelated to LBCK program -activi-
ties, largely affecting'certain aspects of-Federal-criminal
law. -
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Title I has been amended several times, first by Title
I of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970. It was amended
twice during the 93rd Congress, most significantly by the
Crime Control Act of 1973. Further amendments were contained
in Title V of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974. The Public Safety Officers' Benefits Act of
1976 added a new Part J to Title I, and most recently the Act
was amended by Title I of the Crime Control Act of 1976.

The primary objective of the Act is crime control, with
emphasis placed upon strengthening and improving law enforce-
ment. Although funds were provided for planning, training,
education, and research, a major portion of the funds was
in the form of action grants.. Eighty-five percent of the
action funds are made available in the form of block grants
to the States, with block funds subgranted by the States to
units of general local government. The remaining 15 per-
cent of £action funds are reserved for award at the discretion
of -the Administrator of LEAA. -

Criminal Justice.expenditures '' ' 
in the United States 

... Expenditures for criminal: justice purposes by Federal,
State, and local gover'nments.h&vae risen steadily from fiscal
year 1971 to fiscal year 1975. 1/ These expenditures were
$1.billion in.fiscal year 1971 and $17 billion in fiscal
year- 1975-an increase of 55 percent.

..LEAA expenditures, which are only a part of the total
Fede4ral funds spent'for criminal justice activities, repre-
sented about 4.6.percent of all State and local criminal'
justice.:expenditures during fiscal years 1971-75, as shown
below. .· - : ''

i/Laiwuaforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department
.'of Justice,_and Bureau of the Census,-U.S. Department of
¢oasmerce.- Trends in-Bxpenditure and Employment Data for
4he' rciminal '.:usetice.System, 1971-1975. Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Governuent Printing Office, June 1977, SD-EE No. 10

:and .N., 84. -,This publication is prepared jointly by LEAA
and. the Bureau of the Cens8s. It presents statistics on
trefnds-in public expenditures and employment for criminal
Justice-activities in the United States. The annual sur-
veys, through which Leasic figuz;.. for this publication were
collected, are accomplished'.through collecting data by
Ifield-compilazion and mail canvass.
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The Congress appropriated a total of $5.8 billion during
fiscal years 1969-77 (including appropriations under the
Juvenile Ju3tice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974).
As shown in Table 2, the appropriations increased from $63
million in fiscal year 1969 to a high of $895 million in
fiscal year 1975. Thereafter, they decreased to $753 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1977. The appropriation for fiscal year
1978 is $647,250,000, including juvenile justice.

PRINCIPAL LEAA PROGRAM COMPONENTS 

The Congress mandated that funds be available to the
States for planning (part B) and for block action grants
(parts C and E). In addition, funds were also made available
for LEAA to award at its discretion and in other "non-block"
areas.which'include technical assistance, educational.assist-
ance and special training progra.sg, research, data systems,
statistics,.and technical assistance. A breakdown of LEAA
allocations for FY 1969-78, by legislated program compon-
ents is.provided( in Table 3 on page 13.

Block grant program

.LAA'.s block grant'program was established by parts B and
C of the Omnibus:Crime. Control and Safe.Streets Act. Eighty-
five percent of annual:part-C appropriations is distributed'
as block-grants among the States, based on their relative
populations..The remainingin'5 percent is retained in a
discretionary-fund-to support programs and projects adminis-
tered in roughly the same manner.as other categorical grant
.programs.

. At the State level -the Act is administered by a State
planning.agency (SPA). for-criminal justice, established under
the authority and direction of the State chief executive.

.Bach;SPA prepares an.annual comprehensive plan which must
identify.law enforcement and criminal justice needs and
problems and indicate what planned actions it anticipates
undertaking to addressathose needs and problems on a state-
wide basis.-LEBAA approva of -a comprehensive State plan
triggers a block grant award to the respective State or
Territory.- The SPA in turn awards moneys in the form of
subgrants to local governments, private nonprofit organ-
izsations, and other State agencies. Under current legisla-
tive provisions each SPA must pass through to localities an
amount-of part C block grants at least proportionate to the
local share of total direct State/local criminal justice-
expenditures made during the previous fiscal year. However,
the specific amount to be awarded to particular jurisdictions

7



TABLE 2

LEAA AUTHORIZATIONS AND APPROPRIATIONS, 1969-77

(000 omitted)

- --- - Percent increase or
Amount decrease in

Fiscal Amount appropriated appropriations
year - authorized. (note a) from year to year

- 1969 $ 100,111 $ 63,000

1970 300,000 268,119 325.59

1971 650,000 -529,000 97.30

1972 1,150,000 698,919 32.12

1973 1,750,000 855,597 22.42

1974 - 1,000,000 870,675 1 .76 -

1975 1-. ,000,000 895,000 .2.79

1976 ,- " ,25i 00o 0 ...809,638 (9.54)-

TQ (note " 'bL . .: 20'000 .'/ .204,960

1977 880,000 .753,000 c/(7.00)

Total FY
69-77 - $8,300,111 $5,947,908

a/Includes appropriations under the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act of 1974. -

b/Transition quarter .(July 1 to September 30, 1976).

c/Compared to fiscal year 197f. 
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and the types of projects to be undertaken are determined by
a statutorily created supervisory board which serves as the
policy and decisionmaking body of the SPA.

Planning funds

.. Funds under part B of the 1976 Act are intended to be
used -for establishing and maintaining State planning ager,-
cies; supporting SPA activities enumerated in section 20.(b),
which include judicial planning committee responsibilities
enumerated in section 203(d), the developing of a compre-
hensive statewide plan, and administering the implementation
of State plan activities authorized under parts C and E of
the Act.

The SPAs.are entitled to an annual =planningq grant of
at least $250,000, to carry out-their responsibilities. At
least $50,000 of this grant--additional funds provided for
in the .1976 .amendments--must be made available to a judicial
planning-committee, if one exists. At least 40 percent of
the remaining funds must be made available to units of local
governments or. combinations of such units to permit them to
participate in comprehensive planning processes and to sup-
port' related administrative requirements under the-Act.

-- ,Federal grats -autharised-under 'this part may cover up.
to.90.-percent.of .the 'expenses incurr'ed by State.and local
governments,-'and'up.to'-100 peecent 

' f expenses incurred 
by the.judicial planning -comittees and regional planning.
units (RPUs). The States are required to pay not less than
50 percent of the aggregate non-Federal share incurred by
--local governments. ,:-In-a large number..of.States, most of
the planning funds that are 'passed through,' are retained.
by RPUs, which are single or multicounty area-wide planning
bodies. Major metropolitan cities and counties are also
entitled to receive funds for planning purposes on a more or
less direct basis from the State planning agency. In juris-
dictions over 250,000 population, this planning function is
usually carried-out under -the auspices of a criminal justice
coordinating council which,-in addition to part 8 planning
funds, may-receive-flundinq under-part C of-the Act to carry
out a variety of aictivities;.-

Action 'funding - block grants - -

Because the Congress believed that crime is essentially
a local problem that must be dealt with by State and local
governments .if it"is'.to be=controlled effectively, it pro-
vided that the bulk of LEAA funds be distributed in block

9



grants to the States which have had their comprehensive
State plans approved by LEAA. Through these plans, each
State is to identify its own needs and establish program
priorities.

Federal grants under.this section may cover-'up to 90
percent of the cost of programs and projects except for con-
struction which is limited to -50 percent._. Grants may be.up
to 100 percent for Indian tribes at LEAA's discretion.

States are required to pass through to the units of
local government amounts which correspond to the percentage
of State and local law enforcement expenditures met by local
governments in the preceding fiscal year. The States are
also required to buy-in (pay) at least 50 percent of the
aggregate non-Federal share incurred by units o' local gov-
ernment. Under 1976 amendments enacted to further increase
local discretion regarding block grant spending-'local
governments or combinations-the-eof with populations of
250,000 or more may apply to the SPA for approval of local
plans. The SPA is authorized to subsequently disburse
funds to implement these plans as long as they are consist-
ent with the State plan. - :-

Ptior 'to 1971, LEAA awarded" funds for coxreetional-pro-'
grams only 'nlder part C, but -in'-1970 :th Congre8g placed -
special emphasis upon improving the-corrections-sy.tes.- In-
amending the Safe;Streets Act,--it authorizeda -anew part E -
whi.ch was to provide funds solely £for the purpose of,:up-:
grading correctional programs -and -facilities. -

The amount of planning funds allocated under part B
has averaged about -10 percent-of the actionfunds- ' that -are '
available to the SPAs.: 

The categorical program -

The categorical program encompasses all grants provided
by the agency other than block grants and :Law Enforcement
Education Assistance grant3.- Unlike block grants, ,categori-
cal funds are reserved-for diret-use by-LEAA.-. There are 
eight specific types: of categorical grants-; : -:'--'-

-- Discretionary, parts C and ''--

-- Juvenile justice and delinqueney:preventio -

-- Research, development, and' evaluation -

10



--Systems and statistics

--Technical assistance

--Training

--Internships

--Community Anti-Crime Program

Categorical funds are normally distributed to States,
localities, and private nonprofit organizations for the imple-
mentation of programs and projects to prevent, control, or
reduce crime and delinquency and/or to improve and strengthen
law enforcement and criminal justice.

The legislative provisions for the categorical program
are found in several sections of the Act. Discretionary
grants are provided for in two parts of the Act. Fifteen
percent of part C funds are reserved for direct use by the
Administrator, and 50 percent of part E funds, Grants for
Correctional Institutions and Facilities, are similarly re-
served. The authorized Federal share of a project's cost is
90 percent with no State buy-in requirement. During fiscal
years 1969 to 1977, the allocations for the parts C and E
discretionary programs have amounted to about $918.4 mil-
lion ($582.6 million and $335.8 million, respectively).

There is little indication in the legislation as to
the further intended use of discretionary funds. However,
recently LEAA has initiated a procedure whereby it expects
to use discretionary funds in developing, demonstrating,
testing,-evaluating, and transferring effective approaches
for crime reduction and criminal justice system improvements.

Research, development, and evaluation

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice is the research arm of LEAA. Part D of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1976 outlines the
National -Institute's purpose as "* * *improving law en-
forcement and criminal justice, and developing new methods
for the prevention and reduction of crime, and detection
and apprehension of criminals * * *' through research
and development, evaluation, training, and education.

The National Institute began operations in late 1968
with a staff of four and a budget of $2.9 million. In fiscal

11



year 1970, its budget increased to $7.5 million where it
remained for 2 years. Staff size was expanded to include
specialists in many areas of criminal justice and the social
and physical sciences. The National Institute's budget in
fiscal years 1972 and 1973 increased to $21 and $31 million,
respectively. In both fiscal years 1974 and 1975, the Na-
tional Institute's budget exceeded $40 million.

In the past 2 fiscal years, the trend toward higher'
budgets has been reversed, reflecting an agencywide fund
reduction. In fiscal yeac 1977, the National Institute's
budget was approximately $27 million.

The research and evaluation program, as well as other
major LEAA program components will be described and discus-
sed more fully in our summary and review of reported program
results. Table 3 summarizes the history of LEAA funding by,
.component programs mandated by the Act. :

12
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SUMMARY AND REVIEW OF
REPORTED PROGRAM RESULTS

PROBLEMS IN DETERMINING CRIME
AND DELINQUENCY PROGRAM
OUTROMES

The complexity of crime and delinquency problems is
complicated by the lack of readily available, valid, and reli-
able measures of crime and juverile delinquency. In addition,
there are no commonly accepted standards for gaging criminal
justice system performance in dealing with these problems.
Further, even if such measures were available, there is a lack
of uniform and comparable data from one State or geopolitical
jurisdiction to the next which would permit such analyses.
Lastly, without Substantive knowledge about the origins and
nature of crime and delinquency, seriouq problems occur when
one attempts to isolate and differentiate between the influ-
ence or impact of LEAA-suppcrted efforts vis-a-vis other non-
LEAA supported efforts, as well as a variety of social, eco-
nomic, and environmental variables operating prior to or at
the same time such LEAA-supported activities occur.

Therefore, we are unable--and hasten to add this applies
to others--to compare and-contrast overall, .the results of
LEAA programs with the crime ar.d delinquencry prevention, con-
trol, and reduction mandates' 6fthe Act. Further, due-to'the'-
lack of controlled research-and. limitations-of evaluations
previously carried out by LEAA,- States, and localities,-there
-are few instances where it is possible to discern the impact
and relative effectiveness of different LEAA-supported ac-'.
tivities upon improving the performance of the'Nation's crim-
inal justice systems.

Therefore, we are constrained by the inadequacies of
existing data and available sources of information in address-
ing reported program results in terms-of the two legislative
mandates identified above (i.e. (1) crime and delinquency
prevention, control, and reduction and (2) criminal-justice
system improvement). However, we will attempt to summarize,
from existing information, the'principal reported accomplish-
-ments and reported limitations of LEAA-and-L.faa-upported.
State and local efforts in implementing-the provisions of
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, as amended.
In certain instances, such data and information has permit-
ted some writers to address program outcomes. we reiterate
that under the' time framtes permitted we were unable' to veri-'

fy the findings of such studies nor substantiate the inter-
pretations and conclusions reported from non-GAO sources.
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We urge the reader to consult these source documents and
organizations as necessary to pursue further the implications
of findings, 'nterpretations, and conclusions reported by
them.

Finally, it should be noted that this summarization of
reported program results and the discussion of alternatives
for defining the Federal role which follows, do not consti-
tute a formal statement of GAO's position. Rather it re-
flects a variety of viewpoints and discusses-a number of
issues for which there are generally ro simple or straight-
forward answers.

ASSESSMENT OF THE LEAA
BLOCK GRANT INSTRUMENT

In theory, 1/ a block grant has five major character-
istics that distinguish it from a categorical grant:

--A block grant authorizes Federal aid for a wide
range of activities within a broad functional area.

--Recipients are given substantial discretion in
identifying problems and designing programs to
deal-with them.

--Administrative'-fiscal reporting, planning, and other
federally established requirements are geared to '
keeping grantor intrusiveness to a minimum, while
recognizing tke need to insure -that national goals
are accomplished. --

--Crants are distributed on the basis of a statutory
forMula, which narrows grantor discretion and pro-
vides some bn3is of fiscal certainty for grantees.

--Eligibility provisions are fairly specific and tend
to favor general purpose governmental units.

Program reach

Two important points should be kept in mind throughout
,this assessment. LEAA expenditures account forionly- ai sm-ial

.. . ... , ' ; ,,

I/Advisory'Commission on- Intergovernmental Relations, 'Safe
Streets Reconsidered:dThe Block Grant Experience 1968-1975,'
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, January
1977, Vol. A-55, p.'l.' 
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-'ercentage--generally less than 5 percent--of total criminal
justice expenditures by State and local governments. In ad-
dition, these expenditures are spread across numerous pro-
grams, projects, operating agencies and political jurisdic-
tions.

Furthermore, while the overall LEAA bud-jget has decreased
substantially since fiscal year 1975--from $905,000,000 in
1975 to $647,250,000 in 1978--the cuts have been experienced
disproportionately more often in part C and part-E block
funds distributed to the States. The amount of parts C
and E block funds made available to State and local units of
government has decreased from just over 68 percent of LEAA's
total appropriation in fiscal year 1971 to 43.81 percent in
fiscal year 1978.

Legislative and administrative
categorization

As signed into law on June 19, 1968, the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act reflected a belief on the part
of the Congress that crime is primarily a State and local
problem. In its view these problems can best be addressed'
from a systemwide perspective that attempts to reconcile
those prolems inherent in a separation of powers and inter-
governmental operations; to bridge the gap between police,
courts, and' correction agencies on the one hand, and geo-
graphical-and political subdivisions on the other.

Conceptually, the LEAA :block grant mechanism was. designed
to provide State and local discretion-.in identifying prob- .
lems and developing programs to deal with them in the areas
of crime, delinquency, law enforcement, and criminal justice
system reform. This concept is in contrast to a completely
categorical grant program which would not have allowed for
the tailoring of available assistance to meet the unique
needs and problems existing in each State and locality.
Funding under the categorical approach would have offered-
grants in a plethora of narrowly defined categories which
may or may not have met the priority needs of individual
program participants.

When one looks at the evolution of the current Crie w -
Control and.Safe Streets'Act,. it is quite evident that the
original block grant program. has become increasingly cate-
gorized. By 1973, legislative.provisions of the.Safe Streets
Act program reflected increased "categorisation' to achieve
representative balance among criminal justice components
(agencies) and to stress certain. programmatic elements. 
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The 1971 amendments included a new section part E, earmarking
block and discretionary grants for correctional and rehabil-
itation programs. They also identified, as components of
the generic term "law enforcement," criminal court activi-
ties; crime and juvenile delinquency prevention and control
efforts; and education, treatment, and prevention of narcotics
addiction. However, it was the 1973 Act that placed emphasis
upon strengthening and improving law enforcement and crimi-
nal justice through a "total systems" approach as a major
LEAA program objective. Also, LEAA was givena. basis for
reviewing and approving State comprehensive law enforcement
and criminal justice plans. Evidence of "comprehensiveness"
in State plans must include a total and integrated analysis
of the problems of law enforcement and criminal justice
agencies within the State from a systemic point of view
requiring greater specificity in stating goals, priorities,
and standards.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 required that LEAA maintain a certain ievel of the Crime
Control Act appropriations for juvenile delinquency projects--
a maintenance of effort provision. The Crime Control Act of
1976 established this level at 19.15 percent. -The Crime
Control Act of 197.6 -also makes specific.provisions. for devel-
opment of State judicial plans by State judicial planning
committees, where they exist, as well as priority funding
for prosecution, court,..and. defensee. elated pro.ects. Among
other.things, the 1976 legislation also :established.a special
emphasis Community Anti-Crime Pr'ogram with a $15-million
authorization, and added the Public Safety Officers Benefits
Program, neither of which was accompanied-by a supplemental
appropriation.

Although this is a rather abbreviated synopsis, it can be
readily seen that the initial Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Program has become increasingly "categorized" over
the past 8 years in terms of functional. areas and. speci-
fic program areas called into prominence. In addition to
the above mentioned categories, States are to give special
emphasis to organized crime programs and programs dealing
with crimes against the elderly.

-A,.,cording-to a study -conducted--by the Advisory Commiis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),. /.such legis-
lative changes.are. only.a part qf,.the categorization issue..

1/Adr-isory Commission on Intergovernmental 'Relations,' .Safe
Streets Reconsidered: The Block G; .nt Experience 1968-1975,"
Washington, D.rC.,U S.- .Governmen. ±rinting.Office, January
1977, Vol.,A 55. ,.'! ,,: - , ..... - .... .
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-Almost since the beginning of the program, LEAA has en--
couraged the use of functional categories to assure itself,
and the Congress, that the States are or would be adequately
addressing all components of the criminal justice system.
Although SPAs are permitted to develop and use their own
functional categories, they have been required to cross-
reference the program and funding information in their plans
to LEAA's 'standard" functional categories. Furthermore,
over the years LEAA has required the States to identify
separate annual action programs within these functional cat-
egory designations and report their program and funding
activity by these subfunctional annual action program desig-
nations as well. The SPA supervisory board is responsible
for authorizing the expenditure of funds among these annual
action programs, within the broader functional category
structure. This ultimately results in a larger number of
program categories into which funds are segregated, commonly
referred to as =pots.' Not more than 15 percent of the funds
planned for expenditure in one annual action program category
may be transferred to any otnher category without prior writ-
ten approval by LEAA. City and county applicants often find
that this administrative" categorization is not responsive
to local::prioritires',-initiatives, or emergencies given the
time that is frequently'r.equired to obtain approval for such
changes from LEAA. ' I .: - '

As a result, many local officials view the program in'
practice as being too much like a categorical grant program
in terms of the constraints placed on the use of funds.

The role of criminal justice
"system' planning

-It is-'the intent of the'Act that each SPA shall

--develop a comprehensive statewide plan for the
improvement of law enforcement and criminal
justice throughout the State;

--define, develop, and :correlate programs and proj- 
-eCts-for'the'State'and the units of general local
government in the State, or combinations of States
or units, for ti provemeat of law enforcement and
criminal justice;

--establish. priorities for the improvement of law 
enforcement:and "cri;anal :justice throughout the. ' '
State; and



--assure the participation of citizens and
community organizations at all levels of the
planning process.

Each SPA has a supervisory board--a policymaking body--
which is involved in the decisionmaking functions of the SPA.

There are also approximately 450 regional planning units
(RPUs) throughout the States. The RPUs participate in the

comprehensive planning activities and, to varying degrees,
share in the responsibility for allocating Federal funds.

Local governments are represented in the RPUs, with city and
county government involvement established primarily through

the adoption of interlocal agreements and the appointment
of members as representatives on RPU supervisory bodies.

The 1973 amendments to the Act required that RPU supervisory
bodies consist of a majority of locally elected officials,

which includes sheriffs, district attorneys, and judges,
as defined by LEAA.

The 1971 amendments to the Act required SPAs to "assure

that major cities'and counties * * * receive planning funds

to develop comprehensive plans and; coordinate functions at

the local'level.;" Thus', the planning structure is cross-
functional in that it involVes:'prese-cution, defense, courts,-
.police, and corrections officials, and it'is intergovern-'

mental because it .inwolves. States and localities and com-
binations of localities, as well as'the Federal Government.

The Federal role in the block grant effort includes LEAA's
review and final approval of comprehensive State plans.

A number of factors have-been reported as having lim-

ited the effectiveness of the planning process. The first

area of criticipsm pertains to the role of governors and

State legislatures in the program. -The previously mentioned
ACIR study points out that while governors technically have

a substantial role in and responsibility for the program,
for the most part they have remained fairly uninvolved.
Skeptics point out that governors look at the SPA primarily
:as--an agency-for pl-anning for and dispensing only Federal

and State matching funds. -The comprehensive State plan is-

often reportedly viewed more as a compliance instrument than
as a device that, with sufficient gubernatorial and State

legislative backing, could help make the SPA an integral-,

part of a State's criminal justice'system.

Critics of' the program al'so-point to thereported -

failure of 'ost State' legislatures to get involved in the''
program. -The reported-effect of limited legislative partici-
pation has been to restrict SEA planning to LEAA funded act-

ivities. Generally SPAs have not been authorized to prepare
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comprehensive plans which are responsive to the overall
needs of the criminal justice system and other agencies and
programs which have a bearing on crime and delinquency prob-
lems in their States. Thus, most State comprehensive plans
are directed only at less than 5 percent of the total crim-
inal justice expenditure which LEAA moneys represent. This
limits the plans' usefulness. The ACIR study concludes
that if the planning process is considered instrumental to
achieving the system-building objective of a block grant, then
the SPAs must have sufficient authority and time to plan for
all activities encompassed within the functional scope of
the block grant, including those supported directly by State
appropriations.

A major goal of the block grant instrument and its
planning structure is to foster better communication and co-
ordination among the fragmented criminal j.4tice system com-
ponents. This system-building goal applieu to building
cooperation and coordination among police, prosecution,
court, defense, and correctional agencies within individual
jurisdictions as well as between cities, counties, and 'the
State.; Since 1969, reported progress along these lines
has been slow in coming. As part of its 1975 study, ACI'R'
surveyed the SPAs on this point. Replies from three-fourths
of the SPAs surveyed Indicated that since 1969 the compone'nts 4
of the criminal justice system had only just begun to view'
themselves as interdependent, and to operate in that fashion.

We have discussed some of the reported weaknesses in
the planning process as it operates. However, the real test
is in the quality and the usefulness-of the comprehensive
State planning process and the State plans themselves. Of
course, one major factor which reportedly limits the compre-
nensive quality of State plans has already been mentioned--'
the fact that most SPAs control and plan for LBAA funds
alone. On this basis the comprehensiveness of State plans
certainly has to be questioned. Another reportedly wide-
spread criticism levied against State plans is the fact that
in many cases-they-represent 'comprehensive funding -documents
rather than "comprehensive planning" documents. Critics.
have contended that no. real comprehensive planning ias being 
conducted by the States.' These critics-argue that only
short-range funding decisions are being made, rather than
planning for long-range priorities. According to"AKCIR's "
1975 survey of SPA directors, plans are oriented toward spe-
cific projects; an average of 68 percent of the part C funds 
annually planned for vas earmarked for specific projects.
However, the amount of funds committed to continuation of
previously funded projects has been reported to have grown
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steadily, leaving many SPAs no choice but to base their
plans on the projects to which there have been previous
commitments for the upcoming year. Also, LEAA's emphasis
on using all part C money during the 2-year period it is
made available has led many States to focus their efforts
upon implementation. Therefore, while discussion of long-
range goals and priorities is usually included in the annual
State plans, they are not as prominent and specific as the
more numerous and explicit program and project descriptions.
In a '1976 study prepared by Executive Management Service,
Inc., for LEAA, the following conclusion was drawn:

"State plans have shown considerable improvement
from their first edition but, generally speaking
are still constructed as a blueprint for the use
of Federal funds and are project oriented rather
than seriously incorporating multi-year plans and
forecasts, related plans and systems and progress
reports, all of which are essential to the develop-
ment of an integrated and comprehensive blueprint
for reducing crime and improving the criminal
iustice system in the State." 1/ (Underscoring

Another imajo 'ctitfcism of' State comprehensive plans is
that they represent little more than compliance documents;. -
The 1975 ACIR study poihnts' out that many complaints of SPA
dixectors,-and in some.4cases, other State, RPU, and local
officials are directed at LEAA guidelines for comprehensive
plan development. As discussed in several of the case
studies contained in the ACIR report, some States believe
that proliferation of guidelines, requirements, and "red
tape' has reduced the benefits of the program to the point
where some States are considering terminating their partici-
pation. In their reported view,'the-time demands imposed by
compliance with-guideline requirements make it difficult,
if not impossible, to develop truly comprehensive plans
which would be responsive to State and local needs. Rather,
plans are:written to conform to LEAA guideline requirements.
Se-' of £t he manygui.dIine requirements result from other - --

Federal legis;atioon, the poviisions'of which LEAA is'required
to enforce, such'as the-Intergovernmental Cooperation Act
of 1968, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1968, the
Clean Air and Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Uni-
form Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition. _ . , , -: .

I/Mark W. Alger, Executive Nanagement Service, Inc., 'The
LBAA Assessment--An Integration," Washington, D.C., 1975,
p. 28.
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Policy Act of 1970, the Freedom of Information Act, and the
equal opportunity regulations of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

Of course, LEAA is responsible for making the final
judgment on a State plan's quality and comprehensiveness.
Without LEAA approval, a State cannot receive block grant
funds. Rather than terminate funding when a State's plan
fails to conform to guideline requirements, LEAA usually
places 'special conditions" to the plan engaging SPA offi-
cials in back-and-forth negotiations, revisions, and Ire-
writes' by the SPAs. Conditional approval means, in theory,
that a-State must comply with LEAA's requirement by a certain
date or its funding will stop. According to a 1976 report
of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration, LEAA rarely checks to see
if a State has complied-with the final agreed-upon spec-.
ial conditions. 1/

Block grant funding

The facet that'bloc'k grant funds are distributed among
the -States using a population-based formula gives 'some degree
of funding :ce..tainty to the States. However, according to
some, there is not-necessarily a direct correlation between
demonstrated need andc gros' s population levels in the various
States. After the award of a block grant,-a State is re-
quired to 'pass through' to -local governments an amount :
based on the local proportion of State and local expendi-
tures for criminal justice during the preceding fiscal year.

It is a major goal of the Act to stimulate new and
innovative efforts rather than have the .LEAA funds act as a
substitute for local revenues in-supporting normal operations
and existing programs. In an attempt to gage -the nature of
the activities supported with LEAA funds, ACIR :in 1975 asked
the SPAs to describe their projects according to-the extent
that they were 'innovative.' In the opinion of 44 SPAs, 9
percent of their projects represented pilot or demonstration
efforts-that had-never been attempted anywhere. - Fifty per--
cent wereprograms that, had never been attempted' in the, 
State, of which 21 percent were-classified as innovative and

. .

l/Report'of the Twentieth Century Fund task force on the Law
Enforcement Assistanc.e Administration, 'Law Enforcenent:
The Federal Role-;':McGra'w-Hill Book Co., 1976, p.:-90. 
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29 percent as generally accepted' undertakings. The
remaining 41 percent represented generally accepted programs
and activities that had already been implemented in other
parts of the State. These figures are also supported by
the results of an analysis of a sample of grants in 10
States selected by ACIR.

Another.area of reported criticism since the inception
of the LEAA program has been the proportion of funds awarded
to the various functional areas of the criminal justice sys-
tem--the police, courts (including prosecution an' defense),
and corrections-components. Although the major reported crit-
icism w3s directed at the significantly disproportionate
share received by the police function, this has decreased
and leveled-cut in recent years. A summary of the proportion
of block grant funds, awarded by criminal justice component,
shows 'the following trend. 1/

TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF BLOCK GRANT AWARDS
BY CRIMINAL JUSTiCE COMPONENT

'.:Police Courts Corrections

-- ,~(percent)

1969 79 79. 8 13
1970. 64 8 27
1971 -50 12 38
1972 47 17 37
1973 46 16. 37
1974 44 19 37
1975 45 19 36
1976 .40 ... 23 37 ' 
1977 41 26 33

A question frequently asked about LEAA funded programs
concerns the extent to whlchbthey have been institutionalized
and thetir costs..,assumed byState and local governments.

1/These figures were"obtained frii 'financial records main-'
tained by the LEAA Office of the Controller - Grants Man-
agement Information System and are unverified. We have been
informed by LEAA officials that there is some question
about the total accuracy of these'figures.
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Available data seem to indicate that the assumption-of-cost
percentage has been fairly moderate. In a 1974 GAO assump-
tion-of-cost study, the continuation policies and practices
of six States (Alabama, California, Michigan, Ohio, Oregon,
and Washington) were examined. In addition, 33 other States
and the District of Columbia were surveyed to determine their
assumption-of-cost record. GAO found that out of 440 "long-
term" projects initiated with Safe'Streets dollars but no
longer receiving block grant funds prior to July 1, 1973,
64 percent were continuing to operate at expanded or at about
the same levels. Of these 281 operating projects, 253 were
being supported with State or local funds, while 28 were
being-supported with general revenue sharing moneys or De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare funds. Of the
159 long-term projects that had either been terminated or
reduced in magnitude, 95 merited continuation according to
State and project officials. ACIR's -1975--survey'.of SPAs
substantiated GAO's findings with respect to assumption-of-
cost. Thus, it appears LEAA has had some success in insti-
tutionalizing programs initially supported with block grant
funds.

Coordination among block,
categorca and research efforts

It seems natural that. there should be some link between ' '
basic and applied research, categorical grat , and block
grant programs.' -To be of maximum value, applied research " '' '
needs to' b put into practice by users. In the present'-LEAA
program, suca users include LEAA management,-SPAs and local
governments, as well as criminal justice agencies.

Although the coordination-among various LEAA program
components will be discussed more fully later, suffice it
to say at this point that the-linkage between the LEAA re-
search, categorical, and block-grant programs is not as
strong as it could or sh#_uld be.

THE CATEGORICAL PROGRAM , '

The ca.egorical prdwri-as- described earlier, encompas-
ses most of' the nonbloCk funding that is administered' dire'ct-
ly by LEAM. 'Although:IEAA's principal form of fund allocation'"
is through the block grant prepram, categorlcal-'grants repre-
sent those activities over ihich 'LEAA exercises more direct
control.
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Eight types of categorical funds have been used to fund
a variety of activities, from support of direct action pro-
grams and technical assistance, to research, evaluation, and
statistical studies.

--Discretionary, parts C and E

--Juvenile Justiceand Delinquency Prevention

--Research, Development, and Evaluation

--Systems and Statistics

--Technical Assistance

--Training

--Internship.

--Community Anti-Crime Program .

- These funds are expended. by several different organiza-
tional units within LEAA. '.The Office of Criminal Justice
Programs (OCJP)., formerly the.Office of Regional Operations,
consists o£f 'a number of functional area program divisions:': '
(e.g.,. Corrections. Division, Adjudication Division) which
manage the alloCation and expenditure of most of parts C and
B discretionAry funds.'. .OCJP is also- allocated some part 'F
technical assistance funds and.a small portion of part D
training funds.

The National.Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice utilizes part D allocations designated for resear:h,
evaluation, technology transfer, and some training funds.

Th. National Criminal Information and Statistics Ser-
vice is allocated systems and statistics funds under part F
and also receives some discretionary funding from parts C and
S. The Office of Criminal Justice Education and Training
(OCJBT) administers programs funded by part D education
-funds which include the -nternship-and-Law-Enforcement Edu-
cation Program grants. The Office of Operations Support (0OS)
receives both part - technical assistance funds and part D
training funds. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention (OJJDP) administers the discretionary funds
allocated under the Juvenile Justice Act, and receives some
part C and B-discretionary funds. The Office of Community
Anti-Crime Programs (CACP) utilizes part D funds for the
Community Anti-Crime Program.
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This description shows not only the diversity of
activities funded but also the organizational opportunities
for fragmentation of the management of the categorical
program. An LEAA organizational chart is shown on the
following page.

The issues surrounding the categorical program vary
considerably depending on which type of funds is involvedi--
which LEAA organizational unit is involved, and who the con-
stituent interest groups are.--However, one general obser-
vation has been made concerning the use of these funds.
LEAA makes policy through the ways ir. which it expends cate-
gorical funds. The changing priorities of the agency, or
more properly its administrators, are reflected in the -
shifts in emphasis which have been experienced over the-
years in the use of categorical funds. Overall, these pro-
grams do not show a systematic-development of criminal just-
ice policy but rather they illustrate the impact of frequent
turnover in top leadership and consequential lack of system-
atic program development.

The following discussion will cover the..eight types of
categorical funds, plus the Law Enforcement Education Program
(LEEP)., giving examples of programs that-have been funded and
providing a limited overview :of issues related to the. use or
nonuse of' iese types of fundsa. A more detailed descrip--
tion is provided in a companion-GAO staff study entitled,
'Overview of Activities Funded by the Law-Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration. 
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The discretionary program

The discretionary program includes 15 percent of part
C moneys, grants for law enforcement purposes, and 50 per-
cent of part E, grants for correctional institutions and
facilities. These funds support projects at the 'discretion'
of the administrator rather than being determined by the
States as is the case for block grants. From 1969 to 1977
LEAA has budgeted $582.6 million for part C discretionary
programs and $3.5.8 million for part E discretionary pro-
grams.- Thousand3 of projects have been funded under the
program which have been implemented by States, localities,
and nonprofit organizations.

There is little indication in the legislative history
of the program which identifies a specific functional or
programmatic intent for the use of these funds. However,
some reported general observations made concerning how
they have been used follow.

Discretionary funds have been used to fund a variety of
activities from major administrative programs to supple-
menting block grant moneys awarded to the States, to
research, evaluation, and technical assistance projects.
An analysis cf the distribution of discretionary funds from
1969 to 1975 shows that'States and private agencies received
a larger £ercentage of discreticnary funds than t'ev ydid
of block funds. .A comparison of the distribution of 
discretionary funds among the components of the criminal
justice system shows a sizeable amount of funds going to
projects that involve combinations of criminal justice
agency components, which- are generally considered more
innovative. Courts also have received a higher percentage
of discretionary than block funds. 1/

The administration and direction of the discretionary"
program has been influenced by the turnover in LEAA leader-
ship. LEAA has had five Administrators during the period
of 1968-76. Accompanying changes in the priorities of
the agency tend to have been reflected in the discretionary
program.

i/Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,'Safe 
Streets Reconsidered: The Block Grant Experience 1968
1975, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government r inting Of1ice,
January 1977, Vol. A-55, pp. 138-142.
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During the early period of the LEAA program (1969-70)
the 'troika' was administering the agency which did not
encourage decisive Federal action. The debate over the
strength and intrusiveness of the Federal role in light of
the block grant concept also deterred the administration
from taking a strong Federal position. Discretionary
grant awards were made from LEAA central headquarters after
review by each administrator in the "troika.' The emphasis
for the discrLtionary program during this period was upon
the development of innovative techniques that, if successful,
would hopefully influence comparable institutional changes
in the criminal justice system. Discretionary funds were
also used to supplement block grants in an effort to fill
gaps in State block grant funding.

During the time that Jerris Leonard was Administrator
(1971-73) the award of discretionary grants was decentralized
to 10 LEAA regional offices (these offices were closed in
October 1977). The emphasis during this period was to
concentrate or focus a relatively larger amount of resources
to address specific crime and criminal justice problems.
Discretionary grants were used to 'demonstrate" the potential
impact that Federal funds could have on a particular problem
area. The High Impact Anti-crime-Program (Impact Cities)
funded at this time is one example of the emphases for which
discretion:ary-fuwAdS were utilized under :r. Leonard's
administration.; lthough discretionary funds were still.. 
used to supplement State programs by filling in gaps of
the block grant program during this period, it was not the.-
primazy emphasis.

Donald B. Santarelli became the LEAA Administrator in
April 1973. Under his leadership, the responsibility for
awarding- discretionary grants was shifted back to Head-
quarters. Discretionary funds were used to furtber four
major national initiatives identified durino this period:

--A citizens initiative.

--A courts initiative.

-A- standards/goals initiative. -

--A juvenile deliquency initiative.

The Office of National Priority Programs (now defunct)
was established'to award discretionary funds in these four
national priority areas, to articulate the LEAA role in
developing, demonstrating, testing, and evaluating innovative'
approaches to problems o-f. crime reduction.
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Richard Velde was the LEAA Administrator from September
1974 to February 1977. The control of discretionary funds
remained primarily with LEAA Headquarters personnel. The
emphasis of discretionary funds shifted, however, from
supporting major national initiatives toward support for
testing specific program concepts through demonstration
projects and disseminating the results.

Thus, the direction and emphasis of the discretionary
program has changed with each chance in LEAA Administrators.
A recent survey of local and SPA officials, indicates that
in their view, discretionary funds have been more often
used to support innovative projects and research efforts
than to continue existing programs or to build local support
for the Crime Control and Safe Streets Act program. 1

Discretionary funds, as one type of categorical funds,
have been expended in significant amounts to support
action programs. Although some programs have shown
promising results, reportedly too few have been carefully
designed, tested, or evaluated to insure their applicability
in States and localities on a generalized basis.' Other types
of categorical funds.were expended on research, evaluation
(discussed further in the next section), and statistical
studies. However, the results of these efforts have not
been routinely linked to the development of action programs.
As a result- a number of national programs have been launched
by one LEAA: Administration without systematic development
and follow through by 'the next.I'

In October 1976, a new policy was introduced in LEAA
that for the first time required that all LEAA offices
involved in the categorical program (this includes the use
of discretionary funds) establish linkages between their
activities. This policy, called the Action Program
Development Process (APDP), was amended on May 20, 1's77, and
constitutes 'the[ current. agency approach to the development
of action programs. _/ It entails a cyclical procers of
planning, testing, and program revision in seven steps.

1) Policy Planning - During this step a statement
o -agency goals and objectives is-developed-sa- -
well as a statement of criteria that will be
used in making program choices.

l/Ibid., p. 140.

2/LEAA, U.S. Department of Justice,. Program Development
Policy," Instruc5tion 3000.2A Washington, D.C., tay 20,
1977, pp. 1-18.
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2) Problem Definition - This includes both describing
the problem and analyzing why it happens. The end
result is a problem statement.

3) Selection of Response Strategies - This includes the
identification of a recommended strategy and an
implementation plan to carry out the strategy. The
products from this step and from the problem
definition step are used in preparing a decision
memorandum which is required for the initiation of
new programs.

At this point the Administrator must decide whether or not
to approve the program strategy and where to assign respon-
sibility for implementation. Several options are open to
the Administrator, including multioffice responsibility in
the form of a Program Management Team.

4) Program Design - During this step the assumptions
about the problem are operationalized and an
evaluation plan is developed. The results of this
step are documented in a program plan.

5) Testing.-. This step includes,des~ining, the test
project, selecting the site, and implementing the
project. The evaluation is then monitored and--
assessed :in determining which program elements.
work best and whether .or not adjustients areneeded.
In this step LERAA is as interestead in r'f�ing out
what does not work'as. it is in findirg'out what does
work.

6) Demonstration - The results of testing are installed
at a variety of field sites in this step. It is seen
as'a 'broad implementation of'a concept that has been
proven of value under certain conditions." 1/ After
a program has gone through demonstration, it,is then
determined whether or not to proceed to the next
step, marketing.

7) Marketing - This refers to those activities used to
transfer programs that have proven to be effective
in selected demonstrations to other potential user;----

The APDP process is described as a mbodei that may not
apply literally to all program development activities in LEAA.

i/Ibid., p. 10. , ,!,,.. ;
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Some steps may occur simultaneously or out of sequence with
others. The policy does state that all action program
development must adhere to this model.

An assessment of the impact and potential benefit
accruing from this policy is not possible at this time, due
to the extended period of time that has been required to
achieve implementation. No programs have been fully exposed
to the process and the process itself is still evolving.
Some positive aspects of the process which may become
apparent with full implementation of the APDP policy include
the increased coordination between LEAA offices and cate-
gorical fund activities that it fosters. The cyclical
nature of the program also could tend to encourage a linkage
between research and action activities so that action
program development affects research priorities, and know-
ledge gained through research and evaluation activities
in turn impacts on the design and implementation of action
programs. For example, both research and action program
offices may be involved in problem definition and the
development of response strategies. The evaluation section
of the, program plan. most :litely will be developed by the
Nationlal Institute. ''Another psitive aspect is that the
policy-plannino 'steip pr-ovides.for the generation of linkages
between agency priorities and. knowledge gained from the
testing and demonstration of action programs. It is 'hoped'
that this will serve to improve the situation found in
the past where reportedly, LEAA's discretionary program
could not fend off outside pressure because its priorities
were not well defined.

NHone of these positive aspects are likely to be real-
ized, however, without support of the LEAA'Administrator.
This is an important-point --in view of the fact that LWAA
does not have an Administrator at the present time. It is
up to the LEAA Administrator to determine if he will be
committed to the rigor of the APDP process or if he will
allow action programs to-short circuit the planning, eval-
uation, testing, and demonstration-steps required as part
of the program development process. 

Also, the Action Program Development Policy as presently.
stated does not provide for systematic state and local input.'
This is especially important in view of the fact that State
and local government, intere'st groups have indicated' their de-
sire to have input to .research activities. The success of
step seven, 'arketing," could 'be greatly influenced by the
amount of involvement States and localities have.
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The APDP process is also being tied into the present
Management-By-Objectives (KBO) reporting system. However,
the two presently are not compatible. The NBO objectives
as stated are tied to specific interim products of concern
to different LEAA offices. This could tend to reinforce
organizational differences and frustrate the allocation of 
resources toward siolving a common problem along functional
lines, such as court backlog. The present mBO system will
have to be restructured to accommodate the thrust and -
direction of the program development process under APDP if
the management -information coming from it is to be useful.

The present budget crunch in LEAA could also affect the
implementation of such a rigorous process. Some steps may
have to be delegated to outside contractors due to staffing
limitations. Also, States may not have funds available to
pick up projects coming out of the process, given the
dwindling level of appropriations for programs supported with
block grant moneys.

-.it-is too soon to tell if-the'APDP process will over-
come and correct some of the reported problems which have
prompted criticism 'of LA'A': diicreetionory efforts. Much
will depend on .the support the process is given by the LEAA'
Administrator, office heads, and staff, and ultimately accept'-
ance of the developed products by States and localities.'

Some examples of discretionary programs

..-_In the following discussion we have chosen to highlight
two early discretionary -action programs, Pilot Cities and
Impact Cities and two ongoing action programs, Treatment
Alternatives to Street Crime and'Career Criminal. A fifth
program,-Standards add Goals, will also be discussed as
an example of a 'process typem discretionary program. This
selection was made to provide both historical and current
temporal-vantage points from which to view the discretionary
program.

Pilot Cities

The Pilot .Cities Demonstiation Program was initiated in
May 1970 and was LEAPs'£first major demonstration program.
LBAA selected eight medium sized cities to participate in
the program. The concept of the program was to install an,.
action-team of law enforcement and criminal justice experts
in a city to' introdudce'the.best'' available techniques to- reduce'
crime and. improve the quality of justice and also to assist
in the development of new techniques. The team was to work
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across both functional and governmental boundaries and their
efforts were to serve as examples for the rest of the Nation.
The cities selected were to be ones receptive to change which
had the best possibility of "showing the way.' In all, 98
projects were funded either wholly or predominantly through
the teams' efforts and a total of $26 million was devoted to
these projects. The program ended in June 1975. -In February
1975, a GAO report (GGD-75-16) on the Pilot Cities Program
recommended a phase out of the program due to the limited
national benefits that had been realized. The report stated
that although individually the eight cities benefited from
the program, from a national standpoint the overall program
did not accomplish its goals. Both management and program
design problems were found and included:

--Consistent objectives were not agreed upon.

--Teams interpreted the program differently.

--Guidelines were so broad that there was no clear
direction as to what was-to be accomplished and how.

An evaluation done by the American Institutes for Re-
search endor3ses GAO's findings in this area but also states .
that the central concept is sound. It points to Pilot
Cities' failures as useful guidance for what to avoid in
future projects. / ..... 

Two other factors contributed to the problems ex-
perienced by the Pilot Cities program. The decentralization
of responsibility for discretionary funding -to the LEAA -...
regional offices, adopted by Jerris Leonard, occurred after
the start of the program. This change Aid not-enhance -the
development of Pilot Cities as a national scope program.
Also before Pilot Cities was fully underway, another national
program, High Impact Anti-Crime Program (Impact Cities), was
developed and was supported by the new .LEA Administrator.

Impact Cities

The 'igh Impact Anti-Crime Program was initiated in
1972 and involved eight cities with avowed serious crime
problems. The program had two specific objectives:

1/Charies A. Murray and Robert B. Krug, The National Evalua-
tion of the Pilot Cities Program, Bxecutive Summary,
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing-Office, Novem-
ber 1975, p. 1.
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--To reduce the incidence of five specific 'high fear'
crimes (murder, rape, assault, robbery, and burglary)
by 5 percent in 2 years and by 20 percent in 5 years.

--To improve criminal justice capabilities via the
demonstration of a comprehensive crime-oriented plan-
ning,-implementation, and evaluation process (the
COPIE-cycle).

The Impact Cities program was conceived as a government
response to a rising trend in crime rates. First and fore-
most, however, Impact Cities was seen as an action program
that focused on short-term, crime-oriented achievement. A
total of $160 million was awarded to the eight cities.

The Mitre Corporation has completed a national-level
evaluation of the Impact Cities program. 1/ However, they
were retained to do the evaluation 6 montlis after the program
was initiated and by this time it was too late in most cases
to build in rigorous evaluation designs for projects then
underway.. .The national~-level evaluator was almost completely
dependent upon data and information furnished by the cities
or-their project-level evaluation contractor, therefore ef- -

fectively- prtcluding Mitre from-being able to validate that
data. It was'decided that ithi Mitre Corporation evaluation
would not determaine-program"'effectiveness but would concen-
trate instead on the processes employed by the Impact Cities
in planning, implementing,and evaluating projects. 2/

It is difficult to determine the success or failure of
the Impact Cities program in terms of its specific crime
reduction goals., However, the Mitre Corporation did find a
number of specific accomplishments. Some of these are:

--35- impact projects were: shown to be effective.

--43 percent of the projects funded are expected to
continue.

-AT- cities appear to have made progress in--involving
the coamulniity in th:''criminal justice process. 3/

1/Eleanor Chelimsky, High Impact Anti-Crime Program, National..
Level Evaluation Final Report, WashinC.on, D.C., the Mitre
Corporation,. January 1976, Vol. 1, pp. 3-12.

2/ibid.

3/Ibid., pp. 36, 38, -and 53. -
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The NMtre evaluation also states that for future urban
anti-crime programs, national level planning and evaluation
should be given greater priority. An overall evaluation plan
should be developed at the beginning of a national program
so that program activities can be linked to outcomes. 1/

Treatment Alternative to Street Crime (TASC)

The TASC program was initiated in late 1972 as a pre-
trial intervention program for drug abusing criminal of-
fenders. The program'begins with the identification of of-
fenders' drug dependency when they are entering the criminal
justice system. Information obtained from the offenders is
provided to the court, prosecuting attorney, and defense
counsel at the time of arraignment. With concurrence of the
prosecution and defense counsels, the court can defer trial-
and refer selected offenders into community-based treatment
facilities. A tracking system monitors treatment progress
and provides periodic reports to the ju6iciary and the
prosecutors' office.

2he' TASCi program is one of the largest single discre-
Lionary programs funded by LEAA. From fiscal-year 1972 to
1977, LM&A ha spent $25 m. il.ion on the program. -There have
been a total of 54: projects funded and 47-of them are still
in operation. Over i'3,C00drug-abusing offenders have re-
ceived treatment. - -

In December 1976, the Department of Justice issued an
irternal audit report on TASC. /: It made-several recom-
mendations to improve the program. The emphasis of the re-
commendations was on the need for better monitoring of the
projects and better data on TASC clients to aid in follow-up
after their release from the program. The report stated that
there is no quantitative data. to 'upport that the TASC program
has had a significant impact on the total criminal justice
system; however, it was apparent to the auditors that TASC
helped establish-a closer working relationship between
elements of the criminal justice system. They also noted

-- that -States have demonstrated a willingness to fund-the
projects after discretionary funding ceases which is in-
dicative of the program's acceptance.

l1/Ibid., pp. 66 and 67.. 

2/Officeof Management and Finance, U.S. Departmont.of
Justice, Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime, Internal
Audit Report, Washington, D.C., December 2 1976 pp. 2-7.
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TASC is also the subject of a National Evaluation
Program (NEP) Phase I report. Phase I reports summarize the
existing state of knowledge concerning the program. The NEP
Phase I TASC report stated that 15 percent of the clients
entering TASC programs have successfully matriculated through
the program. 1/ Those clients who continued to remain in the
TASC program experienced an 8-percent rearrest rate while
under the supervision of'program staff.. However, much of the
present analysis of treatment effectiveness is inconclusive.
-The report cited major gaps in knowledge about TASC-type pro-
grams which included lack of data on client outcomes after
completion of the program and the absence of standardized
process information about project activities and services.

Career Criminal Program

-The purpose of the Career -Criminal Program is to design
and implement model programs which establish oriorities to
speed the prosecution of those persons whose criminal histories
indicate repeated commission of serious criminal acts. The
program is based on the hypothesis that the frequency and
level of serious crime can be reduced by focusing resources
on the career criminal through the establishment of maj'r.
violator units in the prosecutors office. The program is
designed to identify-the'career criminal, assign the most
experienced prosecutor to the case,and bring the violator
quickly to, trial.

Objectives for cases involving career criminals include:'

-- Reduce pretrial and trial delay.

--Reduce the number of continuances per case involving
career criminals.

-- Reduce the number of cases dismissed on grounds other
than the merits of the case itself.

In addition to projects which are located ir major urban
areas, there.is a clearinghouse which has the function of
covering all such projects. Functions include doing legal---

V1/ary A. Toborg, et-al.i',: Treatment Alternatives to Street
--Crime (TASC) Projects, National Evaluation Program Phase I
Sumazry Report,-. aington,-:D.C.,, National Institute of
-Law nforcemeent 'and Criminal :Justice, -Law Enforcement. ' 

Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, :
February 1976, pp. ix, xi and xv.
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research,, disseminating information, collecting uniform data
from the projects, and monitoring the progress of the projects.

LEAA has funded 24 career criminal project sites.
According to LEAA, the program has reduced pretrial and trial
delay, the number of continuances, and the number of cases
dismissed on grounds other than the merits of the case itself.

A national level evaluation of the program is now being
-performed by the Mitre Corporation in 4 of the 24 sites.
The evaluation is now in the data collection stage. It will
examine how career criminals are processed and how such
processing differs from that employed for persons not
designated career criminals'who are processed in the same
jurisdiction. -

LEAA is now planning to expand the scope of the Career
Criminal program to include participation by police and cor-
rectional agencies. This will carry over the emphasis on
the violent repeat offenders to other: enforcement and re-
habilitative agencies of the criminal justicc system.

Standards and Goals

This major initiative.was started in 1971, It began with'
the National Advisory Commission on Crimina.l Justice Standards
and Goals. 'This 22-member commission identified 5 Major
crime-related goals, 427 standards, and 97 associated recomok- -
mendations in the areas of police, courts, corrections, and
community crime prevention. These are assembled in a series
of reports which also include a national strategy to reduce
crime and a report on the criminal justice system.

In 1973, LEAA began a national level discretionary pro-
grim to encourage States to examine the National Advisory
Commission Standards and 'Goals and to develop and adopt their"
own standards and goals. Porty-six-States have'received sup-
port to initiate a standards and goals development process.
The remaining nine have used planning funds for their stand-
ards and goals development programs. Funds have also been
awarded to 13-St-tes 'to-begin implementing their standarids--'
in criminal justicesagencie ' 

In fiscal year 1976, LEAA sponsored a major follow-on
effort in standards and goals. Five task forces were estab-
lished to develop standards and goals in the areas of juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention,-organ;ied crime, disorders
and terrorism, research and-development, and privacy-sn' :: 'o '"
security. -
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The LF'A focus has been on the concepts and .processes of
standards an.J goals efforts rather than on individual standards
or recommendations. The findings of the National Ad:isory
Commiesion have neitheL been endorsed nor opposed by LEAA.
They are seen as advisory only. The operating policy of LEAA
on standards and goals states that LEAA will not mandate
acceptance of the Commission's recommendations.

Essentially then, LEAA has taken a noninterventionist
stance in relation to the development and application of
specific standards and goals at State and local levels. They
have fostered the development process but have not mandated
the acceptance of particular standards even those with
broad applicability.

Several GAO reports have illustrated the need for.de-
veloping and using specific standards and goals for the
criminal justice system and for specific types of projects.
For example, in a report on the conditions of local jails 1/
we noted that even after spending LEAA funds, the overall
physical conditions in the jails remained inadequate. We
recommended that the States should develop agreed upon
standards that must be worked towards, if Federal funds are
to be used to improve the conditions of local jails.

LEAA has:funded a national level evaluation of the

standards and goals development process. It is being per-
formed by the American Institutes of Research which is
currently in the process of collecting data. The thrust
of the evaluation is to identify those elements in the
development process that seem to affect the use of the
standards. The effect of external factors on the use of
standards will also be explored;. 

These examples of discretionary programs are not ex-
haustive of all those that have been cited as being signif- -

icant. Other programs that have been cited by LEAA include:

--Citizens Initiative Program - Focuses on the citizen
and his essential role in an effective criminal
justi-e-system.--Thts program includes funding of
victim/witness projects which provide services such'
as notification to appear in court, child care, and,-:
call-off services when a case is continued.

· Conditions in Local Jails Remain* Inadequate Despite Federal
Funding for Improvements, GGD-76-36, U.S. General Accounting
Office, Washington, D.C., April 5, 1976.
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--eration Sting/Anti-Fencinq Units - This program is
designed to gather evidence for the arrest and pros-
ecution of those persons involved in organized crimi-
nal fencing operations and those persons committing
burglaries, larcenies, robberies, and related crimes.

--Unification of State Court Systems - In partnership
with such groups as the National Center for State
Courts and the American Bar Association, LEAA has
actively promoted unification and consolidation of
splintered and duplicative State court systems.-

--Economic Crime Project - The nroject provides in 15
participating localities, for the creation and/or
expansion of economic crime prosecutorial units which
are responsible for investigating and prosecuting
white-collar crime and other fraud situations.

Education and Training Programs

Education

LEAA's educational~programs are administered by the ..
Office of Criminal Justice Education and Training (OCJET).
The four program areas are educational development, intern.-
ships, graduate reseatch'fellowships, and law enforcement
education'. The educational-:development program provides' funds
to a number of institutions'. o' strengthen criminal justice '
-curricula, train instiuctors,'and :conduct research and 'develop-
ment on methods of educating students or faculty. The intern-
ship program provides an opportunity for students on leave
from higher educational institutions to get criminal-justice
work experience. The graduate-r'esearch fellowships-are-- ---
awarded to doctoral candidates to support students engaged
in the writing of a doctoral dissertation in the area of
criminal justice. "

The largest educational program component is the Law
Enforcement Education Program (LEEP). LEAA has allocated
$314.75 million to this program from fiscal-year 1969 to 1977.
This program provides-grants and- loans.to:help finance college. -
educations for in-service officers and for promising students
committed for 'entering criminfal justice careers. -LIBP is
technically excluded from the categorical proqrta definition
because it is a loan program. However, it is administered
primarily by LEAA rather than the States, so we have included
it in the discussion-of categorical programs. (For a smore
detailed descr.iption andb-'beakdo'vn of funding information 
on these educational programs see GAO's companion staff
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study "Overview of Activities Fur:ded by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration.")

In June 1975, GAO issued a report entitled "Problems in
Administering Programs to Improve Law Enforcement Education,"
GGD-75-67. In our report, we determined-many persons were
attracted to criminal justice careers or improved their oc-
cupational activities (police, court, or corrections) because
of law enforcement education programs. However, the manage-
ment of the programs was found to be inadequate. Problems
-resulted from failures to establish clear-cut goals and ob- --
jectives, frequent organizational changes and insufficient
staff. These problems resulted in untimely distribution
of funds to schools, deficiencies in accounting for particip-
ants, and insufficient program monitoring. As of November
1974, LEAA had instituted improved accounting procedures
which addressed many of the problems noted in our report.

Another point raised in our report was that 48 percent
of the graduates of LEEP who.had no prior criminal justice
experience did not obtain criminal justice employment. A
subsequent study, "A Nationwide Survey of Law Enforcement
Criminal Justice Personnel' Needs and Resources," done by the
National °lanning Association (NPA) indicates that the LEEP
program appears to accelerate.the trend toward a college 
educated criminal justice system. I/ Several other factors
also have probably contributed to This pattern. Therefore,
.it-is not possible -to measure the direct contribution of the
LEEP program to the increase-in educational levels of criminal'
justice personnel.

Another point raised by the NPA report addresses the
quality of LEEP-assisted education.-. It was noted that 15
percent of all criminal justice-related courses in LEEP-
supported institutions were found to be specialized training
courses rather than educational courses. LEAA has since
indicated that there is a need to improve the quality of
criminal justice education.

Data Systems and Statistical Programs

The importance of statistics and information systems
to criminal Justice planning and operations is obvious given :

l/National Planning Association, A Nationwide Survey of Law
Enforcement Criminal Justice;Personnel Needs and Resources,-,
Crinalm J3ustice Education, and-"Training i Washington, D.C.,
November 23, 1976, Vol. 5, p. 180.
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the preceding discussions. The enactment of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act and the creation of LEAA
were influenced by the increased rate of reported crimes which
preceded the legislation. Since then, scme have judged the
success or failure of LEAA's programs using this same indicator,
despite its reported limitation as a valid and reliable measure
of crime incidence.

The Safe Streets Act mandated that LEAA '* * * collect,
evaluate, publish, and disseminate statistics and other infor-
-mation on the condition and progress of law enforcement within
and without the United States." LEAA established the National
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service (NCJiSS)
to carry out these activities. All of the 'systems and
statistics' funds and some discretionary funds are admin-
istered by NCJISS which is organized in two divisions, the
Systems Development Division and the Statistics Division.

Systems Development

LEAA provides financial and technical assistance to
States for the development and implementation of criminal
justice information and communications systems and promotes'
their exchange and transfer among.jurisdictions. 'Some of
LEAA's efforts in this area include:

--Project Search - The first major LEAA-supported effort''
in this area includes a uniform format for crimina4 ,.
history information and'a transactional statistics
system which is based on an accounting of individual
offenders proceeding through various stages of the
criminal justice process.' -

--Comprehensive Data Systems Program-- This LEAA effort
is designed to encourage the States to collect comprae--::--
hensive criminal justice information for use in plan-
ning, implementing, managing, and evaluating criminal
justice programs. This program is mainly funded with
discretionary funds.

--Transfer of Systems - LEAA identifies systems--which
have been successfully demonstrated and encourages
transfer of"these systems to other jurisdictions.
An example is PROMIS,..the Prosecutor's Management...
Information System. - ' ''''

-Securit .and -Privacy - LBAA has assisted in. drafting
and administering regulations placing security' resttric-
tions on the storage and dissemination of criminal
history, researchand statistical information.
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--Communications Systems - These efforts are aimed at

the advancement of State and local telecommunications
networks to meet local, intrastate, and interstate
criminal justice needs.

For a more detailed description and breakdown of funding
information, see GAO's companion Staff Study, "Overview of
Activities Funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration.'

The Research Triangle Institute completed an evaluation

in March 1976, which reviewed the systems development efforts

of NCJISS and made the following conclusions:

--LEAA funds have made a difference in the development
rate of information systems.

--User satisfaction was more influenced by user partici-
pation in the design and user familiarity with the
system than the amount of funds provided.

--Systems operators would have used LEAA technical
assistance if it had been available. 1/

The Executive Management Service, Inc., study on LEAA ac-

tivities from 1969 to 1975 noted that the technical assistance
that has been made available has been provided by outside con-
sultants. The report then points out the divisiven:ess that
exists among the components of the criminal justice system
and the problems this creates for developing certain types
of information systems. Because of this, the report con-
cludes, it would seem more appropriate for LEAA and the SPAs
to provide such assistance since they have more responsibility
for coordination between criminal justice system components. 2/

Statistics

NCJISS is responsible for generating national crime
statistics relating to the incidence of crime, to offenders,
and to the operation of the criminal justice system. It has
developed more than a dozen statistical series covering

1/Phillip S. McMullen and Janet L. Ries, Research Triangle
Institute with the Assistance of the Midwest Research Insti-
tute, Evaluation of the Accomplishments and Impact of the
Programs oa LEAA n the Areas of Information Systems De-
elopment and Statistics Servi se NC SS , Research Tri-
angle ParkB.C;. Mar.h I., 1976,, .1-

2/op. cit., LEAA Assessment - Integration, p. 67.
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victimization, systemwide statistical programs, corrections,
judicial, and juvenile justice statistics. The reader is
referred to the companion GAO Staff Study previously cited
for a more detailed description and funding breakdown of LEAA
funding activities in this program area.

The Research Triangle evaluation of the use of NCJISS
statistics documents and services found:

--They had generally met the Federal need for which
they were initially designed.

--They had not kept pace with changing Federal needs.

--They met few ot the needs of State and local agen-
cies. 1/

These conclusions have greater significance when con-
sidering the need for valid and reliable statistics in the
development of comprehensive criminal justice plans. The
program plan for statistics for 1977-81 developed by NCJISS'
Statistics Division includes support for users of criminal
justice statistics as one of its major objectives. This
objective includes conducting a major survey of users of
criminal justice statistics and establishing a data archive
network to encourage the use of the data.

National Crime Surveys

A major' statistical seriesd 'the National Crime Panel
(victimization surveys), instituted in'July 1972, was designed
to provide information about the victims of crime, about
the number of crimes not reported to the police, and to pro-
vide more reliale measures for the types of crimes selected.
A national sample survey included 60,000 households and 39,000
business establishments. Plans also called for surveys of in-
dividual 'cities. The' Bureau of the Census, through an inter-
agency agreement, collects and tabulates the data for LEAA.

The National Academy of Sciences issued a report on the
victimization surveys in 1976. 2/ The report contained

- several findings concerning theIr-methodology and utility:

1/op. cit., p. 1-3.
- · . .

2/Panel for'the Evaluation of Crime Surveys, Betty K. Bidson,
Editor, Committee on National Statistics, Assembly of Nathe-
matical and Physical Sciences, National Research Council,
National Academy of Sciences, Surveyin Crime, Washington,
D.C., National Academy of Sciences, ls76, pp. 1-5,. 161-163.
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--The survey design is conrsistent with the overall
objectives established for the National Crime Panel.

--Conceptual, procedural, and managerial problems limit
the potential application of the data.

--There is a need to shift resources to analytic and
methodological research to obtain data for policy
formulation.

Several recommendations were made that included (1)
providing more resources for managerial coordination and
data analysis, (2) exploration of different forms and ordering
of questions used in the interviews-of victims, (3) undertak-
ing a major methodological effort concerning the field and
survey design, and (4) identifying local interest in, and
use of, victimization survey data. The National Academy of
Sciences report also emphasized the need for a continuing se-
ries of victimization surveys. As a social indicator, victimi-
zation surveys could provide indicators of both the objective
and subjective effects of crime on communities.

The surveys could provide information on the distribution
of crime not available from present uniform crime report
statistics collected by police agencies. It could also be
useful for planning, evaluation-- decisionmaking, and policy-
making functions concerning criminal justice programing.
In addition, the victimization survey data, if properly col-
lected could provide social scientists with needed information
to examine and test theories of societal reaction to crime.

In a July 26, 1977, memorandum to the Acting Administrator,
the Director of the NCJISS Statistics Division proposed to
suspend the collection of victimization data. The impetus
for this decision was a reduction in NCJISS' budgets for fiscal
years 1978 and 1979. The justification for the suspension of
data collection advanced was the stated need:to':;chanqe fun-
damental aspects of the surveys to meet the recommendations
advanced in the National Academy of Sciences study and
concentrate resources on the analysis of current victimization
data. The memorandum was approved by the Acting Administrator.

This decision was the subject of hearings on October 13,
1977, of the Subcommittee on Crime, House Committee on the
Judiciary. The Subcommittee Chairian'expressed concern about
the termination of data collection as did other members.
Several other witnesses including representativeS'froa.'the
National Academy of Sciences and the American Statistical
Association urged against the termination of data collection.



At the time of the completion of our study and preparation of
this document, a proposal to extend the collection of victim-
ization data through June 1978 was under consideration by the
Acting Administrator.

Technical Assistance

A 1975 A.D. Little report 1/ viewed LEAA's technical
assistance activities at that time as being in the following
broad areas:

Resource pools -- These pools, in the form of national
contracts, are perhaps the most widely known and clearest
example of LEAA's technical assistance activity. For example,
the courts technical assistance contract with American
University provides technical assistance teams upon request
for areas such as court personnel, information systems, and
court reorganization.

LEAA staff -- Before the closing of LEAA's regional
offices, there. were specialists in the areas of police,
courts,. corrections, organized crime, etc., who considered
much of what they did on a day-to-day basis as providing
technical assistance. The State representatives in these
10 regional offices aloo reportedly provided technical
assistance. Grant managers at LEAA Headquarters also provide
technical assistance to some extent in their processing and
monitoring of grants.

Technical assistance projects

;EAA reports that. it has provided technical assistance
to support the following programs during fiscal years 19'75
and 1976: career criminal, juvenile justice, citizens'
initiative, standards and goals, promising projects, civil
rights, international activities, police, courts, corrections,
organized crime, and SPA, RPU, and criminal justice agency_
capacity building.

Technical assistance then, takes many forms and is being
administered in part by the majority of LEAA offices. Not all
the activities described as technical assistance are funded
with technical assistance funds. In fact, in the past there

1/Arthur D. Little, Inc., Review of National Contract Techni-
cal-.AsistanceExrza iene ef ficcy, and Role, Was !ngtm,M.
D.C., October 24, 975. -.
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has been some confusion over the definition of technical as-

sistance in the agency. The present technical assistance-def-

inition includes a number of activities which involve.assist-

ing State and local agencies in developing comprehensive

plans, identifying effective techniques for controlling spe-

cific crime problems, and implementing new programs and tech-

niques for the improvement of the criminal justice system.

Technical assistance can be a very important way for LEAA

to-bring about improvements in the criminal justice system.

By being aware of 'he issues and problems in each of the var-

ious components of the system, LEAA can provide or make avail-

able technical assistance to help State and local governments

and agencies adequately address their crime and delinquency

problems. and improve law enforcement and criminal justice.

activities.

The need for-LEAA to provide more technical assistance

has been discussed in our reports on State and local court

problems, long-term impact of LEAA grants, halfway houses, and

probation. 1/ They indicated that LEAA and the State planning

agencies reacted to requests for' assistance but did not take

the initiative to ident'ify areas :where technical assistance-

was needed and.work'to'find ways:to provide it or make i{t .-. 
available.. 

Although the Safe Streets Act of 1968 required the States

to demonstrate in their State plans their willingness to

contribute technical assistance or services for programs and

projects, LEAA did not-require-them to do so. until March 1975.

State plans now must outline in detail a strategy or plan that

the State planning agency will follow in delivering technical

assistanceor assuring that'technical assistance is provided.

1/U.S. General Accounting Office, Federally Supported At-

tempts to Solve State and Local Court Problems: Nore Needs

- --to be Done, B-171019, May 8,_/914.

U.S. Gener'al Accounting Office, Long-Term Impact of Law-:.
Enforcement Assistance Grants Can be Improved, GGD-7 ,

December 23, 1974.

U.S. General Accounting Office, Federal Guidance Needed If

Halfway Houses are to be a Viable &lternative to Prison, "

D_- 7_-70, May 28, 1975.

U.S. General-Accounting Office, State' and County Probation:
SysteQm4 Ain 'cri"sik 9647. ' 
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The present technical assistance policy provides for the
development of a comprehensive approach to the delivery of
technical assistance based on the information drawn from the
States' strategies as part of'their State plans. However,
this policy was issued when the 10 LEAA regional offices
were still operational and played an-integral part in the
development of the approach. Now that the regional offices
have been closed, there are plans to revise this policy to
accommodate the shift in technical assistance responsibilities
back to LEAA Headquarters.

LEAA RESEARCH PROGRAMS

The variety, shifts in direction, and focus of emphasis
of research programs and evaluation initiatives undertaken by
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
and its parent organization, LEAA, also parallel in many
respects the course of the other categorical program ac-
tivities previously described.

Research, and particularly evaluation, provisions
and legislative requirements of the Crime Control Act are
addressed in parts C, D, E, and P of the act and thus involve
States and localities, the LEAA administration, as wel:l as '
the National Institute of'Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice. 'The principal focus of research and evaluation .'-
program 'responsibilities pertaining to LEAA-are contained in
part D of the act (sections 401 to 403). This part is aimed
at ** * * improving law enforcement and criminal justice,
and developing new methods for the prevention and reduction
of crime, and the detection and apprehension of criminal-s
* * *,U through training, education, research, and development.

The National Institute-of Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice

The National Institute is established within the Depart-
ment of Justice under the general authority of LEAA, headed
by a director who is appointed by- the Attorney General. Its
purpose'is to encourage research and development, evaluate the
impact'and effectiveness of programs and projects, disseminate
the results, and assist in the development and support of
traning programs.

To carry out these broad purposes, the National Institute-
is authb:'ried' under the 1976 act to

(1) make grants to or enter into contracts with public
. .- and private agencies, oxganizations, and educational

' institutions for rdesarch and development related' '
to the purposes of this title;
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(2) conduct in-house research and development, including
studies of the effectiveness of programs and projects
carried out under this title;

(3) carry out programs of behavioral research, with
emphasis on the causes and prevention of crime;

(4) make recommendations for action to strengthen law
enforcement by all levels of government and the
private sector;

(5) provide research fellowships for implementing the
purposes of this section, and special workshops for
the dissemination of information;

(6) assist in conducting local and regional training
programs for State and local law enforcement and
criminal justice personnel, at the request of a
State or unit of local government;

(7) conduct a full-scale program for the collection and
dissemination of relevant information; and_ .

(8) establish a research center.

In reauthorizing the Crime:'CLntrol Act in 1976, the Con-
gress also mandated that the National Institute expand and
formalize its evaluation, research, training, information
exchange, and dissemination efforts; the Institute is to
place renewed emphasis upon evaluation by specifically making
itself responsible for evaluating and developing the criteria
and procedures for the evaluation of programs and projects
funded by LEAA. Consequently, the National Institute is re-
quired to

(1) where possible, undertake, and make, receive, and re-
view evaluations of programs and projects to determine
·their impact and the extent to which they meet the pur-
-poses of the title and to.disseminate this information
'to State planning agencies and, on request, to units-
of.general local government;

(2) develop in consultation with the State planning -
agencies, criteria and procedures for the evaluation
of funJed activities and report such criteria and
procedures to State planning agencies;

(3) identify programs and projects which have demonstrated
success and disseminate lists of such projects to
' ' St'ate -Pad'n'g anci'es'" , 'and, upon request. to unit.e. -
of general local government;
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(4) serve as a national and international clearinghouse
for the exchange of information on the improvement of
law enforcement and criminal justice;

(5) undertake research to determine the relationship
between drug abuse and crime and to evaluate the
success of various drug treatment programs in reduc-
ing crime,-in consultation with the National Institute
on Drug Abuse;

(6) survey existing and future personnel needs and
programs in the field of law enforcement and criminal
justice, specifically including training and academic
assistance programs under the title;

(7) survey existing and future needs in the Nation's cor-
rectional facilities to include a determination of
the possible impact of the adoption of new sentencing
procedures;

(8) assist the administrator of LEAA with his duties
relating to the evaluation.of.the State plans (sec.
515(a) ); and

(.9) report, annually, on various aspects of its activi-
ties to the President, Congress, State planning agen-/
cies and, on-request, to units of general local
government.

States are required in section.303(2)(7) of part C of
the act also, to make provision for-research and development
activities as part of their State comprehensive plans.

Funding -

Grants and/or contracts for projects authorized under
section 403 of the act may be up to 100 percent of the total
cost, but, whenever feasible, the contribution of money,
facilities, or services relevant to theproject will be
required by LRAA. 

From 1969 through 1978, the National Institute has been
allocated over $240 million. Its budget has grown from $2.9
million in 1969 to a high of $42.5 million in 1975, but
experienced a 50 percent cut in available funds when its
budget decreased to $21 million in 1978.

There are many different purposes for which auch funds
are utilized: research, evaluation, data.-collection, techno-
logy development (hard and software), diasemination, innovation,
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training, demonstrations, technical assistance, standards

development, feasibility studies, and fellowships. In many

instances, these categories are not exclusive since any par-

ticular award can include different compcnents, for example,

research, data collection, evaluation, and dissemination.

Table 5 summarizes the distribution of National institute

awdrds for fiscal years 1974 through 1976 by program areas.

YABLE S

Distribution ou National Institute Prom Fands
FIseAl YWaas 1974-1976 --

Fisl Tyear 1974 &/ i scal tear 1975 d/ iscal Teat 1976 l/

P;qatO a.ea R Aount ircent Pern a, cent Total Percent

Cmmunaity Cu ieg
Poevention $3.483,160 10.7 $1,66,316 4.8 $4,439,293 11.4 $ 9,588.769 9.03

3ovwenle
De.iwenacy 1707768 S.2 - - - - 1,707,76 1.61

Police 1.914.815 S.9 2.016,955 5.8 3.01i4811 7.8 6,946.581 6.54

Coutts 2.061,266 4.3 3,103,166 9.0 1,.41,700 4.7 7,006.132 6.60

Correctioau 2,547.009 7.8 3.190.951 9.2 1,554.724 4.0 7.300.694 6.80

Advanced ancd- ' .. .

Technology 8,621,094 26.4 9.417.516 27.1 10,56.493' -27.3 28.615.093 26.96

aducatioa and
anpowsr b/ 1.274.550 3.9 :1,634,49C e/ 4.7 1.644,693 4.2 4,5531,733 4.29

evaluation 4,414,005 13.5 6,572,028 18.9 5.306,963 13.7 16.292.996 15.35

Visiting .
rhllos 262.850 'O.6 192,0-. 0.6- 230.986 0.6 694.806 0.66

Tchnology
Transfer 6.355.,04 S/ 19.S 4,S02,849 f/ 13.0 10.187,S hb/ 26.3 21.046.325 19.83

.earch 6.9 
hAg~reesas~~~tusj9283 6-. -232.81 692.f830 2.25

Total n!
1974-76 &6432 100.0 534-88071 100.0 0 38,805,255 100.0 106,145,727 100.00

a/^Toals de not include Pae&-rough Awards (87,100,.00 to thJe Drug sUnfoceMent Adainistsationi

a'd $1.225,500 to theo ILA Pilot Cities Pogles) p0 purchae orders.

yb/"he eatloon aid llnpower CJCegory was listed as the lnnposrg Categoly in FT 1976.

c/TBhis igusr ;AlLudes $4,544.988, n Training and Technical Assistance Funds.

d/ibtals do not inclde Pass-Through Awards t(S,100.000 to the '3ug Enforcemnt dainiLstatLon.

$700,--- to lie Impact (CACY) Toea, and S239.000 to tbe LAA Pilot Cities Pogqrom)-o r

purtchase oIaro.

I/Tbis figure includos 8 68,281 in Educational Dsvelopment Funds.

I/Tbis figure includes 1,034,897 in Training and Technical Assistance unds.

2 /Incled s awards ade during te Tr nsition Quarter.

/'bhis figuro includeo 2,.335,496 in Training and Technical Asistance Funds.
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Program Emphasis - FY 1977

For fiscal year 1977 the National Institute's field of
inquiry includes crime prevention and control and the adminis-
tration of criminal justice. Additional concerns include the
evaluation of criminal justice programs, promotion of "promis-
ing" research findings and 'successful practices for adoption,
disseminating information to the criminal justice community,
and providing assistance to the parent organization (LEAA) in
program development. Currently supported research efforts
include:

--Community crime prevention, such as environmental
desifiaina citizen involvement.

--Police, such as preventive patrol, anti-corruption
management, and response strategies.

--Courts, such as speedy trial, innovative sentencing
practices, omnibus hearings, plea bargaining, and
performance measures.

--Corrections,. such-as community-based corrections,-
victimization in prisons, recidivism measures, ''fixed 
"sentences, atid female offenders.

--Secial programs, such as the National Evaluation
Prog'ram, and.visiting fellowship programs.

--Exemplary projects and prescriptive packages, including
monographs.

In the area of evaluation research, efforts for fiscal year
1977 are focused upon developing operational and impact indi-
cators for the'criminal justice system, research on deterrence
and incapacitation effects, methodological studies, and
selected program evaluations. 1/

1/An expanded description and specific examples of some Na-..
tional Institute sponsored research is contained in pages
52 through 56 of the companion GAO staff study previously
identified.
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The National Institute: An assessment-..

The National Institute's conceptualization was treated in

many respects as an afterthought to the parent legislation

of 1968. Possibly as a result of such early apathy, the

National Institute did not have the formal authority

necessary to shape its own program. Until only relatively
recently, the National Institute's Director has been appointed

by the administrator of LEAA. Its budget is still treated
-as one element of the larger budget for LEMA, with the LEAA
Administrator controlling both personnel funds and the line

items containing funds for 'technology, analysis, development

and dissemination." Final approval of all National Institute
awards (i.e., sign-off authority) rests with the Administra-
tor of LEAA. Some consider this structural arrangement as

presenting the National Institute Directors and staff with no

real alternative to serving at the pleasure of the LEAA

action program. 1/

The intellectual heritage of the National Institute was

sparse. In the first place, the Congress never clearly artic-

ulated its intentlons regarding criminal justice research.
Questions of whether such Federal research should be directed
at local consumption, due to the emphasis placed upon the LEAA
block-grant-system,.or':focused'instead upon finding a "cure-

for crime," were.'not'evengiven sen ious consideration. The

National Institute'never had the benefit of extended

intellectual debate.. Although the report of the 1967 Presi'-

.dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and-the Administration

of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, set

the tone and discussed many facets of the crime problem,
it focused major attention on shortcomings of the criminal
justice system and its parts. That analysis prompted many

interpreters to consider the primary focus to be upon

·'improving the system."- 2/ But the academic research com-
munity, in largely ignoring the President's Crime Commission
report as worthy of serious debate, also reduced their -
involvement and input to policies about the proper focus of

research, whether it be controlling crime or improving the

1/Committee on Research on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, National Research

Council, National Academy of Sciences, Understanding Crime:
An Evaluation of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice, Washington, D.C., National Academy of

Sciences,T9i 77T Chapter I, pp. 1-9.

2/Ibid., Chapter I, pp. 1-9.
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criminal justice system. 1/ From one beginning, they viewed
the National Institute as-simply an arm of LEAA and took
a relatively dim view of its intellectual potential. 2/
Since some academic social scientists tend to be more
comfortable in dealing with problems like juvenile de-
linquency and rehabilitation than'with law enforcement and
control, the academic research community, in short, was not
eager to insert itself directly into the crime debate.
Consequently, a major source of needed research competence
was isolated from the Federal effort in criminal justice
research at the-outset.

In addition, the National Institute's political heritage
was w:ithout a broad pluralistic base. 3/ LEAA, and conse-
quently its National Institute, lacked-a wide range of social
and political constituencies from the start and has continued
to attract an asymmetrical set of interest and pressure
groups, mostly practitioners and other government fund-
seekers. 4/ Therefore, the influence and direction from
the user community has been one-sided. For most of LEAA'"
history, the police--traditionally well organized and con-
sidered synonyxous with law enforcement--have provided
the most visible and effective source of influence. 5/
People in corrections and the courts have only recenitly 
developed significant access 'to LEAA resources. 6/ -
The views of victims;: racial and ethnic minorities, women
and other citizens' groups--those whose diverse experience
with crime problems could contribute different perspectives
on what is needed to control crime-have only recently entered
LEAA's field of vision and have had almost no impact on
program priorities. 7/ In the past, the National Institute
has made few attempts to seek the opinions of groups not
originally perceived as its clientele or: constituents.
Accordingly, its outlook has been unnecessarily narrow and
its research.agenda has. not benefited from a variety o·

l/Ibid.

2/Ibid.

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid.

5/Ibid.

6/Ibid.

7/Ibid.
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perspectives on criminal justice problems. 1/ Finally, the

Federal/State relationship as reflected in the preceding

discussion of the block-grant program has some influences on

LEAA which often were, in effect, influences on the National

Institute even though it disclaims direct participation in

that system.

It was pointed out earlier,'for example, that the National

Institute had been heavily involved and responsible for the

management of some major categorical program initiatives,

such as the High Impact Anti-Crime Program and the evaluation

of the Pilot Cities Demonstration Program. These two program

initiatives were more demonstration than research oriented in

nature, and some have questioned whether it was appropriate

for the National Institute to be ac all responsible for such

action-oriented demonstration efforts and their evaluation
at the same time.

Other reported criticisms of the National Institute and

its programs of research have ranged from concerns about pre-

occupation with advanced technology and so-called hardware

and technological gadgetry,-to inadequate concern for address-

ing critical and basic or fundamental research questions
about the etiology of crime and criminal behavior. There

are also a variety of issues--administrative, methodological,

pragmatic, and political-which lie between these two extremes.

National'Academy of Sciences study

,ihe National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Research

on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Assembly of Behav-

ioral and Social Sciences' National Research Council

(hereafter the N.A.S. Committee), was requested in 1975 by

LEAA to undertake a review of the programs and operations of

the National- Institute. 2/ The N.A.S. Committee's efforts

represent the most recent broad-based review of.-National

Institute sponsored research and programing. The review

specifically addressed National Institute efforts for the

years 1969-75, utilizing four primary criteria:

-Quality of fun-ei-d-ereseatch.

-Usefulness of the products.

l/Ibid.

2/Ibid., preface, p. 1.
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--Success in cumulating knowledge.

--Effectiveness of research administration.

In carrying out its review, the N.A.S. Committee posed two
overriding fundamental questions: (1) Should there be
research on crime? and (2) Should there be a Federal pre-
sence in that research? 1/ Committee members concluded that
the effort to develop research on crime is one that should
be pursued; but it should still adopt an action-research
orientation as the correct mode for such research, an impor-
tant point we shall return to later. 2/ Overall the N.A.S.
Committee members were not impressed Sy the results of
National Institute research programs and they did not pre-
clude the possibility that further efforts undertaken under
the same conditions would also fail. 3/

Quality of funded research

The N.A.S. Committee members rated the quality of
National Institute research as 'not high," stating in their
report that much has been mediocre. However, in their exami-
nation of a sample of research projects, the Committee members.
could label most neither failures nor successes.-4/ The Drint- -
cipal reported weaknesses were attributed primarily to a
lack of attention to research design and related-administra-
tive failings.' The N.A.S.. 'Committee members felt that the '
relative frequency of "weak'projecton occurred often enough
to "* * prompt grave concern over quality control in Na-
tional Institute monitoring and related review procedures.'5/

Usefulness of research products

The assssament of the utility of National Institute
rese.rc¢ products was considered problematic due. to the
relatively few previous attempts to determine whether and
how such products were or were not being used. Drawing
upon the views of State-planning agency staff--an acknowl-
edged and interested primary consumer of National Zanstitute

i/Ibid., preface, p. 2. - '

2/Ibid.

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid., summary, p. 2.

5/Ibid.
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research results--the N.A.S. Committee report concluded there

was little indication or evidence that would suggest that the
material disseminated is used in planning or program develop-
ment by either SPA staff or criminal justice agency practi-

tioners. 1/ In their view, few projects deserved high marks
for their-utility. 2/

Success in cumulating knowledge

A majoc criterion of the effectiveness of social

action program research is in: contribution to building a
coherent body of knowledge and focusing that knowledge on

problem solving. The N.A.S. Committee study concluded

'Despite rhetoric to the contrary, the committee
finds little evidence that the (National) Institute
has been committed to this kind of research * * *

the (National) Institute's purpose would be better
served by a research agenda based on program areas,

such as deterrence and rehabilitation within which
funding could be focused upon building a coherent
body of knowledge.' 3/

Effectiveness of research
administration ~ : :

Some of the more serious shortcomings in the organi-

zation and management. of National Institute efforts pointed

out in the I.A.S, Committee' reyort include, -but are not
limited to

--a weak advisory system that limits access to
(research) program development,

--review procedures that range from nonexistent
to ineffective, -

-a research strategy which tends to exclude a large
majority of the existing social science community,
and

--vulnerability to pressures that are detrimental to
the development of the research program. 4/

l/Ibid.

2/Ibid., p. 3..

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid. r .,
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The N.A.S. Committee report considered these and some other
weaknesses to be due to a fundamental misjudgment of-the most
appropriate means and administrative methods whereby research
can be made useful to an action program. 1/ :n addition,
it concluded that this is a general consequence of placing
too large a burden upon the National Institute for making
LEAA accountable and effective. 2/ In their view, the National
Institute has been required to undertake numerous collateral
program support and evaluation-related tasks such as pro-
viding technical assistance and training to SPAs and operating
agencies, conducting or sponsoring project evaluations, and
carrying out other direct service obligations, which tend to
militate against a directed focus upon basic and related
applied research. 3/

The N.A.S. Committee members believe that it is whoily
inappropriate for the National Institute to be expected to
address directly the goal of reducing crime and to be judged
on the basis of meeting such measures of effectiveness as
decreasing crime and recidivism rates. 4/ Given the pressures
placed upon the National Institute to provide 'instant solu-
tions" to complex and long standing problems, the N.A.S. Com-
mittee found that in rejecting these larger direct goals,
the National Institute has made a substitution of means for
ends in that it has '" * * denied the possibility that its
programs can contribute in any way to the reduction of
crime and has concentrated instead on improving the operation
of the criminal justice system." 5/ The N.A.S Committee con-
siders the lack of autonomy of the National Institute from' 
the rest of LEAA as contributing to the general neglect in
its primary mission' to develop knowledge.

"* * * the Institute's role of direct service to LEAA
programming has not been successful and probably
cannot be adequately undertaken by a national
research institute-because such a role ties it to the
pace and demands of a delivery system.' 6/

1/Ibid.

2/Ibid.

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid., p. 4.

5/Ibid.

6/Ibid.
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Although often indirect and specified in longer terms, the
N.A.S. Committee report concludes that research does have the
potential for deveioping better informed and therefore more
realistic and effective public policies on controlling crime.

In summary, the N.A.S. Committee report concluded that
the National Institute "* * * has not been the catalyst or
sponsor of a first rate and significant research program
commensurate with its tasks or its resources.' 1/ Although
it has had some successes with individual projects and
has begun to develop some basic and vital data and a research
community, the structural and political constraints have
all too often deflected the National Institute from its
"* * * true mission--to develop valid knowledge about crime
problems." 2/ The N.A.S. Committee members conclude further

* * * given those same constraints and extrap-
olating its marginal improvements over tihe years,
the Institute in its present form is not likely to
become a significant and quality-oriented research
agency.' 3/

The N;A.S. Committee recommended that the National Insti-
tute "* * * move toward political and admiListrative inde-
pendence so that it can become both--a-more effective research
structure and one that can serve users more sffectively.'.4/

The N.A.S. Committee report set forth 19 basic or pri-
mary recommendations for improving the research programs and
operations of the National Institute. 5/ The Acting Director
of the National Inzstitute is in basic agreement with and
reportedly is pursuing the first 14 of these recommendations.
All 19 recommendations advanced in the N.A.S. Committee report
can be found in appendix I.

Overall the Acting Director Qf the National Institute - -
felt that many of the issues raised'by the N.A.S. Committee
study provided some valuable insights and some appropriate
suggestions for remedial action. However, he stated that
the N.A.S. Committee's description of the most 'appropriate'

l/Ibid., p. , , -

2/Ibid.

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid, preface, p. -2. . '

5/Ibid., Chapter V, pp. 1-50.
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role for the National Institute as purely research, is not
feasible in view of its legislated responsibilities for
evaluation, demonstration, dissemination, and other functions.

The principal point of disagreement concerns the advis-
ability of 'insulating' the National Institute from 'political
pressures' and day-to-day demands/requests for assistance
and support from other LEAA organizational units. The
Acting Director of.the National Institute dismissed the
criticism and recommendation concerning this issue also
as being in conflict.with the legislative objectives set-
ting forth the responsibilities, functions, and services
to be provided by the National Institute.

As.for the criticism that much of the research sponsored.
by the National Institute has been mediocre, the Acting Di"

rector disagrees pointing out that some of the same people
who have criticized the quality of sponsored research have
also been.recipients of research grants. In his view,. the
basis of comparison in the N.A.S. Committee study of research
as 'good or bad' was not well identified for comparative
purposes.

Reorganization of the
National Institute

On September 14, 1977, the Acting Administrator of LEA
approved a reorganization of the National Institute into four
offices--Office of Research Programs, Office of Research and
Evaluation Methods, Office of Program Evaluation, and Office
of Development, Testing and Dissemination. An organizational
chart reflecting.the new structure of the National Institute
is presented on the following page..

This change also provided for the creation of a new unit-
Analysis, Planning, and Management--under the administrative
direction-of the Deputy Director of the National Institute.
The Office of-Evaluationr was split into two new unit-s--Office
of Research and Evaluation Methods and Office of Program eral-
uation. Also, within the Office of Research Programs a new.
center for the Study of Crime Correlates and Criminal Behavior
was established, with the previous 'Special Programs Division'
of the Office of Research Programs folded into this new
center. The National Institute's Advanced Technology Divi-
sion was abolished but its functions are now incorporated
within the Office of Research Programs under the direction
of a new Associate Director for Science and Technology. te
previous 'Courts Division' of the Office of Reseg;ch Programs:
was renamed the 'Adjudication Division'.-to mno, Wroperly
reflect its concern with prosecution, defense, and, alter-
natives to formal processing as well as courts-related
research and program initiatives.
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The former Office of Technology Transfer was renamed
the Office of Development, Testing, and Dissemination to
reflect its expanded role in program development processes
described on pages 30 to 33.

According to the Acting Director of the National Insti-
tute, thir reorganization is designed to accomplish three
main purposes.

--Focus manpower and resources on the task of basic or
fundamental research on the correlates and determinants
of crime and criminal behavior.

--Focus manpower and resources on the task of program
development, with special emphasis on defining and
articulating appropriate Institute involvement in the
new agency-wide program development process; particu-
larly the problem identification, selection of re-
sponse strategies, program design, and testing stages.

--Focus heavily on the evaluation of tests and demon-
stration program efforts initiated under the new pro-

-: gram development process.

In addition,, the new .Analysis, Planning, and Management
staff unit'is anticipated to provide the Director of the Na-
tional Institute with examinations and analyses of the results
of various programs and projects in terms of their relevant
research and policy implications.

At the present time there ar'e'91 staff positions author-
ized for the Institute. Seventy-six of these positions are
staffed. on a permanent or acting basis and 15 Ar'evc"t i :t -.

Recent developments

It should be emphasized that the reorganization of the
National Institute has occurred almost 1-1/2 years after
the National Academy of Sciences completed its field re - -'.
search. I'n osme.areas which'were subjected to critical 
evaluaticn by the National Academy of Sciences' Committee,
the Acting Director of the National Institute believes prog-
ress,-is being made. For example, a "research utiliztion '
committee' has been formed to review research reports to
determine the potential audiences'and types of publication
and for0at;s most expeditious to the utilization of research
information.'' Another a'rea--formalization of research priori'
ties based upon broad research program areas-has begun to
be addrqseidb~ the Naekional Institute. In September of 1?977,
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the Acting Director of the National Institute circulated a
'tentative agenda' consisting of 10 broad primary research
categories to over 500 persons (including mayors, city man-
agers, county executives, criminal justice planners and
practitioners, as well as members of the research community),
asking them to rate the importance of each priority area
with respect to their (1) propriety as priorities for a
long-range research agenda, and (2) inclusiveness or lack
of finite scope. Respondents were encouraged to add, clarify,
or discuss alternative priority issues and emphases as they
saw fit. These 10 tentative research program areas are:

1. Correlates and determinants of criminal behavior.

2. Deterrence.

3. Community crime prevention.

4. Performance standards and measures for criminal
justice.

5. Career criminal.

6. Utilization and deployient of police resources.

7. Pre-trial process: consistency and delay reduction.

8. Sentencing.

9. Rehabilitation.

10. Violent crime and the violent offender.

When finalized, the Acting Director of the National Institute
proposes to utilize these 10 or some modified form as the
research agenda for the next 3 to 5 years. Sixty percent of
current National Institute funds are presently allocated to
carry out research within these l0 broad priority areas.

Responses to a report of the Department of Justice Study
Group on LEAA.tend to reflect a general concern, also ident-
ified in the report of 'the i.AS'. Committee, that users of
research and evaluation results and information should have
greater access and input in establishing the research agenda
and that there be a formal mechanism to accomplish this.
The preceding survey appears tdhbe a well intentioned step in,
this direction. However, most ecent efforts to identify
users' needs have been 'paper-based' reviews by contractors
of sections of State plans and planning grant documents which
are to address research and evaluation needs.
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The N.A.S. Committee recommendation that the National
Institute establish formalpeer review panels is inconsistent
with the Administration's curtailment of the formation of
more advisory panels, according. to the Acting Director of
the National Institute. He stated that the National Insti-
tute has established a new advisory system, which has three
distinct elements.

1.- Review of all concept papers and proposals by sepa-
rate contractors.

2. The Advisory Committee of the National Institute is
now more directly involved in the development of
research program priorities.

3. A new mailing process has been adopted to btoadtn the-
peer review of research products.

Although these three efforts do represent a change, they are
not wholly consistent with the recommendations of the N.A.S.
Committee concerning peer review.

The Acting Director of the National Institute is basi-"
cally in agreement with the N.A.S. Committee finding of a lack
of cumulative research. In 'his view, this has been partly
due to the belief of earlier National Institute Directors
that one cannot ordet the way knowledge will be accumulated.

LEAA EVALUATION PROGRAMS

Evaluation responlsibilities, functions, program activi-
ties, and procedures have been assumed'by, and in certain in-
stances specifically assigned to, a number of different organ-
izational units within LEAA.

Both the 1968 act and the 1970 amendment authorized but
did not require LEAA and the National Institute to evaluate
the effectiveness of the-programs funded. Likewise, the States
were not required to evaluate; they were required merely to
provide for research and development in their annual plans.

However, congressional disillusionment with LEAA's fail-
ure to aggressively use the evaluation authority it was
granted led to a--mandate inthie 1973 Crime Control Act re-
quiring LEAA--through the National Institute--to evaluate the
impact of its programs on the quality of law enforcement and
criminal justice. Section 402 of the 1973 act mandated .that:'.
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'The Institute shall undertake, where possible, to"
evaluate the various programs and projects carried
out under this title to determine their impact upon
the quality of law enforcement and criminal justice
and the extent to which they have met or failed to
meet the purposes and policies of this title; and
shall disseminate such information to-State plan-
ning agencies and upon request, to units of gen-
eral local government. In addition, the Institute
shall provide annually to the President, the Cong-
ress, and the States the results of these evalua-
tions .

In addition, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act of 1974 made provision for the thorough and
prompt evaluation of all federally assisted juvenile delin-
quency programs; requiring the Admiristrator of LEAA to. (l)
conduct and support evaluations and studies of the perfor-
mance and results achieved by Federal juvenile delinquency
programs and activities, and (2) determine .what performance
and results might be achieved by alternative programs and
activities supplementary to or in lieu of those currently
being administered.

Furthermore,'the 1974 act established a separate Na-
tional Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention,' Which is empowered to provide for the evaluation of
all juvenile''delinquency programs assisted under the act to
determine the results and the effectiveness of programs and
disseminate the results of such evaluations to persons act-
ively working in the field of juvenile delinquency.

The 1976 Crime Control Act defined the term "evaluation'
as * t * the administration and conduct of studies and ana-
lyses to determine the impact and value of a project or pro-
gram in accomplishing the statutory objectives of this
title.' 1/ 'Te Congress in enacting this legislation placed
renewed emphasis upon four principal elements in setting the
legislative mandate for evaluation activities in the LEAA

-pr ogram.

(1) The National Institute must receive, review, and
disseminate evaluations'carried out under State and
local auspicese. as well as conduct evaluations of . '

programs and projects to determine their impact and

1/Crime Control Act of 1976, as amended, P.L. 94-430, p. 36.
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extent to which they meet the legislative purposes
of the act--to reduce, prevent, and control crize
and juvenile delinquency, and improve and strengthen
law enforcement and criminal justice. --

(2) LEAA is explicitly required to provide both techn;-
cal and -financial assistance for State and local
evaluation efforts.

(3) The LEAA administration must determine whether the
comprehensiveness and impact of programs funded are
likely to contribute to the reduction and prevention
of crime and juvenile delinquency, improving law
enforcement and criminal justice, and whether such
programs once implemented have achieved their goals.
To accomplish this, in part, the act mandates the
establishment of necessary rules and regulations
to assure proper auditing, monitoring, and evalua-
tion.

(4) The LEAA administraticrn must report' annually .to tfie
President and to the Comnittees on the Judiciary of
the Senate and House of Representatives on its
activities and their results, some of which include.
but are not limited to:

-- a description of .the procedures followed in order
to evaluate, monitor, and audit programs and proj-
ects,

-- a description and enumeration of program and proj-
ect areas whjch. have achieved.the purposes for
which they were intended and those that failed
to do sol and

-- a summary of the measures taken by the LZAA Ad-
ministrator to determine the impact and value of
the programs funded under the act.

__Evaluation responsibilities
of the-States

Both the 1973 act and the 1976 act assigned specific
evaluation responsibilities to the States. The Congress. pro-
vided for evaluation activities to be performed by the States
under both part B. (Planning) and part C and B (Action) grant
funds, and gave. recognition of. its intention that grants
funded under part C and E be evaluated by including'e he term
evaluation in sections 301(b), 302(a) and (b), and in section
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303(a) of the 1976 act, which set out general elements of

necessary activity.

Section 301(b)(l) of the act provides:

"(b) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to

States having comprehensive State plans approved
by it under this part,.for:

(1) Public protection including the-development,
demonstration, evaluation, implementation,
and purchase of methods, devices, facilities,
and equipment designed to improve and streng-

then law enforcement and reduce crime in pub-

lic and private places.' (Underscoring added
for emphasis.)

.Section 303(a)(12).of the 1976 act.requires States to

uprovide for such funding, audit, monitoring, and eval-

uation procedures as may be necessary to keep such

records as the administration shall prescribe to assure

fiscal control, proper. management, and disbursement of

funds-received under this title." (Underscoring added

for emphasis) ..-

.However, it is in section 363(a)(17) of -the 1976 act that

the full impact of the intent of the Congress regarding the

provision for cogent evaluation is spelled out requiring the

States to

-* * * provide for the development and, to the maximum

extent feasible, implementation of procedures for the

evaluation of programs and projects in terms of their

success in achieving the ends. for which they were

intended;, their conformity.with the purposes and goals

of the State plan, and their effectiveness in reduc-

ing crime and strengthening law enforcement and criminal

justice * * *.'

Nitfi-ona Institute of Law Enforcement
and Ctiminal Justice - .

In response to the 1976' mandate, the National Institute

expanded ito:evaluatio. efforts.- All four offices within

the National Institute are substantively involved in evalu-
ation efforts; the'Office of Program Evaluation, Office of
Research and Evaluation Methods, the Office of Research
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Programs and the Office of Development, Testing, and Dissemi-
nation. In addition, an Evaluation Clearinghouse has been
designated within the National Criminal Justice Reference
Service of tLe National Institute.

National Evaluation Program

The National Evaluation Program (NEP) is the cornerstone of
LEAA's "knowledge program" and is designed to utilize the
intergovernmental action grant program as a basis for meeting
the congressional mandate to determine what has been learned
about reducing crime through the LEAA program. The purpose
of the NEP is to produce and disseminate information about
the level of effectiveness, cost, and problems of various
law enforcement and criminal justice programs.

Initiated in fiscal year 1975, NEP was designed to con-
sist of a series of "two-phased' evaluation studies of var-
ious criminal justice programs and projects, including those
which are supported through the block grant program. Each
evaluation study is to concentrate on a specific "topic
area" consisting of similar on-going projects. In a 'phase
I" study, existing information and results of prior studies
related to the topic area are collected and assessed and a
design is'developed for further indepth evaluation neces-
sary to fill significant'gaps in present knowledge. Each
phase I assessment, expected to last between 6 to 8 months,
is to result in the following:

--A state-of-the-art review.

-- Descriptive material documenting the typical
internal operations of projects in that topic area.

-- An analysis of available information drawing con-
clusions about the efficiency and effectiveness
of projects in the topic area.

--A design for an indepth ("Phase II") evaluation
of the topic area to fill gaps in existing knowledge.

--An evaluation design for typical projects in the
;' topic area.

Where appropriate, the design for an indepth evaluation will
be implemented' as an intensive Phase II evaluation.
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As of October 1977, 27 grants for Phase I studies had

been awarded, 26 Phase I assessments had been completed, with

the results of 19 available through the LEAA National Criminal

Justice Reference Service's Document Loan Program as of

April 27, 1976. No Phase II evaluation studies have been

completed; however, two Phase II efforts are now on-going,

with a third planned as part of a national test/demonstration

effort.

Model Evaluation Program

The National Institute has had the responsibility for

assisting the States in improving their evaluation efforts

through the model evaluation program. 'This $2 million com-

petitive program was designed to stimulate the development

of model evaluation systems in State Planning Agencies and

sub-State Regional Planning Units (RPUs) to demonstrate

different approaches to evaluation and share the experience

with other groups of States and RPUs. Eleven of 12 proposals

were selected and grants were awarded by LEAA under this

program to six SPAs and five RPUs. In addition, a $336,000

.grant was. awarded to a private contractor, a portion of

which has been allocated to provide assistance to LEAA in..

the .implementation of this program effort and to evaluate

its success. The evaluation of this effort is to be com-

pleted by the Urban Institute and-reported out in December

1977. This program has been discontinued effective fiscal

year 1978.

Program Evaluations

The National Institute has also been responsible for pro-

viding for the evaluation of major LEAA programs. Two such

evaluation efforts completed are the evaluation of the Pilot

Cities Demonstration Program and the National Level Evalu-

ation of the High Impact Anti-Crime Program, described in.-...

a previous section.

Exemplary Projects Program

_- LEAA'~sExemplary Projects Progiram is designed to iden-

tify "outstanding' criminal justice programs, verify thelTr

achievements, and publicize them. widely with the goal of

encouraging"their adoption by States and localities.

Screening procedures have been established to sort out

programs which warrant adoption on a broad scale. To be

eligible for consideration as ,'exemplary, projects must
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--be operational for a.t least a year,

--have significantly reduced crime or measurably
improved the operations and quality of the criminal
justice -system,- .

--be cost effective, and

--be adaptable to other jurisdictions.

To further test their applicability for nationwide
usage, LEAA has funded replications of selected exemplary
projects to evaluate their results in conjunction with the
"Demonstration Project Program."

Planning for Evaluation
in Juvenile Justice

Evaluation in the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention involves several efforts, including the
establishment of an evaluation planning group comprised of
staff from the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (Juvenile Justice Institute) and
a *group of outside experts" under contractual arrangements,
which is represented in the planning of program initiatives
under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act'
of 1974.

OJJDP's: Status Offender Program has been the focusi'of'
the first of these efforts, with a grantee selected to per-
form similar evaluation planning tasks for the 'Diversion
Program.'

A major part of the Juvenile Justice Institute's basic
research program is intended to provide support for the de-
velopment of the major LEAA/OJJDP program initiatives, which
include the' National Evaluation Program studies and other
knowledge assessments.

Evaluation research

To promote the development of new techniques, measures,
and methods for use in evaluating criminal justice programs,
the National'Institute Office- of Research and Evaluation'"
Methods planned five evaluation methodology initiatives,-for
implementation -in 1977.

--Development and testing of Operational and Impact
Indicators for Criminal Justice System Evaluations.
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--Deterrence program to develop effective methodologies

for detecting and measuring deterrent and incapaci-.

tation effects associated with crime control efforts.

--Methodology studies to develop and validate new and

improved methods of drawing inferences from criminal

justice program experiences.

--Survey of state-of-the-art and evaluation needs
through the National Academy of Sciences Panel on

-Rehabilitation.

--Assessment of cost and utility of employing an LEAA

standardized project data reporting system.

Training and technical
assistance in evaluation

Technical assistance in evaluation was offered by LZAA

in two ways: (1) planner-evaluators in each LEAA regional

office (which are now closed) were to provide assists.nce

on request to State planning agencies, to sub-State regional

planning units, and to local governments in evaluation de-

sign and techniques and (2) through a contractor, the Urban

Institute, several days of technical assistance were to be

provided to State planning agencies.

Two kinds cf evaluation training are now under devel-

opment. The National Institute is developing a program to

train evaluators whose purpose will be to measure the
effectiveness of corrections programs. The Training Division

of the Office of Operations Support is developing, in coop-
eration with other offices in LEAA, a 1-week course .designed
to teach monitoring and evaluation skills to 345 trainees
from States and localities ;n fiscal year 1977.

Other evaluation activities

In addition to these evaluation initiatives, LEAA called

for the evaluation of discretionary grant projects as part

of its new .aqency-wide Action_Program Development policy,
previously described.

LEAA's Office of Planning and Management is responsible

for evaluation oversight and policy development and issues
the evaluation guidelines for discretionary and State plan-

ning agency grants.
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Evaluation policy

A formal statement of LEAA evaluation policy was issued
in the form of an instruction to all LEAA professional per-
sonnel on May 20, 1976. The recommendations of the Evaluation
Policy Working Group, which were subsequently approved by
the Administrator in this ins .ruction, collectively represent
a five point strategy:

--Issuing of a policy statement in the form of a direc-
tive to clarify LEAA office roles and responsibilities
regarding evaluation and to hold offices accountable
for performance.

--Monitoring of LEAA's implementation of evaluation pol-
icy directives by the LEAA Office of Planning and Man-
agement.

--Developing capability to manage evaluation responsi-
bilities, analyze evaluation results, and work with
evaluators in program and evaluation design activities
within each major office having program responsibili-
ties.

--Systematically evaluating the discretionary program
through involvement of Eational Institute staff in
the design of selected programs to insure their
evaluability.

--Improving SPA and RPU evaluation capabilities through
evaluation training and technical assistance to be
offered by or through LEAA.

Results of LEAA and State
evaluation program activities

GAO, in testifying before the House Committee on the
Judiciary's Subcommittee on Crime in February of 1976, pro-
vided the preliminary results of its management audit of
evaluation programs, activities, and results in LEAA and
selected States.

Although conclusions should be considered tentative at
this time, the' indications were that LEAA and State evalu-
ation activities and information are not meeting planning,
decisionmaking, and policymaking needs of many users at
different levels of the intergovernmental block grant Crime
Control Act Program.
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The amount and types of evaluation work

have not been adequate

Three of the four States GAO visited did not have a

fully established evaluation program arid, in GAO's view,

were not meeting LEAA guideline requirements for maintaining

an adequate evaluation capability.

The quality of evaluation work was questionable

GAO's analysis of a sample of evaluation reports indi-

cated evaluation findings, conclusions, and recommendations

are frequently imprecise; and evaluation work performed has

significant deficiencies.

Evaluation information needs of users

were not being met

Few State decisionmakers are consulted in advance by

LEAA and State Planning Agencies to identify and define their

evaluation information needs. None of the four States vis-.

ited had established systematic procedures for the dissemi-

nation and timely feedback of evaluation:.results for deci-

sionmaking, State comprehensive planning, and policy formula-

tion: and much information which had been generated had

limited utility. Consequently, policies made at the State and

local levels regarding continued Federal funding or assump-

t.,rti f costs by-States or localities are frequently. 
unaf-

fected. by the results of evaluations which have been 
conducted.

Resources allocated for evaluation were-inadequate

In fiscal year 1975 the States collectively allocated

less than 1 percent of the LEAA funds available to them for

evaluation activities. For fiscal year 1976, LEAA allocated

less than-60 percent of the. evaluation funding recommended

by its 1974 Evaluation Policy Task Force.

Organization of evaluation functions lacks direction

and effective management control

State Planning -AgenciesW-management and planning proc-

esses do not systematically incorporate evaluation activities

and results; and decisions to do and use evaluations 
are not

based upon State comprehensive planning needs. There is

little or no integration of evaluation activities into the

SPAs' overall management structure and the organizational

placement of the evaluation function is too far removed from

top management in LEAA and the States to be effective.
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Better coordination of evaluation program
efforts is needed

There were also indications of significant problems in
the-coordination of evaluation activities at the national,
State, and local levels. Limited State and local partici-
pation in LEAA evaluation program decisions and inadequate
assessment'of State and local users' needs restrict the
efficacy of LEAA evaluation initiatives.

At the time of our review, it was not clear that LEAA
and the States were any further along in

--knowing which specific programs and project strategies
have been successful, and importantly, which have not;
or

--determining what cumulative impact Federal funding
may have had upon the effectiveness and efficiency of
Federal, State, and local government programs and
services, in reducing crime and improving criminal
justice system performance.

Answers to these:questions are essential and must be
made available to all persons who are responsible for plan-
ning, decisionmaking, and policymaking involving: the alloca-
tion of resources designed to reduce, control, and prevent
crime and juvenile delinquency. LEAA must place greater
emphasis upon building evaluation into programs and projects
in advance of their implementation, at the Federal, State,
and local levels. LEAA must exercise greater leadership by
providing assistance and coordination of evaluation func-
tions and activities both within its organization and- .
between it and the States, regional planning units, and
units of local government to insure that the needs of
evaluation information users are being met.
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ALTERNATIVES IN DEFINING

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN CRIME CONTROL AND

CRIMINAL JUSTICE IMPROVEMENT

At this time, it would be premature on our part to
attempt to isolate any 'best' programmatic approach and/or
funding strategy for achieving the broad purposes set
forth in the Crime Control Act Program. The short time
frames necessitated in carrying out this staff study
precluded in-depth policy analysis and forecasting of all

the possible effects and likely impacts which could be

experienced with different program and funding strategies.
Furthermore, it is our view that before any appropriate
decision can be made as to which funding implementation
strategies and mechanisms would have the greatest appli-

cability, a. reexamination of legislative goals and a
reassessment of the needed/desired Federal role is fir-st 

in order.

In essence what we are suggesting is that the l1gis-

lative goals and consideration of an appropriate Federal

role must be advanced first,'in a substantive manner,

before an appropriate decision can be made as to which

-funding implementation strategies and mechanisms would be

most appropriate and may have the greatest potential for

achieving legislative objectives. The intent here is an
-attempt to subordinate the consideration of alternative

funding mechanisms to broader conceptual and policy issues
which webelieve must precede the identification of an

'appropriate funding vehicle. '

The two key policy issues here appear to be:

-Should the Federal Government continue to

pursue-the mandated goals of the 1976
Crime Control Act, as stated (i.e.,
crime control,' prevention, and reduction
and criminal justice systems improvement)?

--3hould the Federal Government restrict
its role to providing the States and
localitpes with 'general fiscal relief
for criminal justice purposes and/or
crime problem-solving?
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Of course there are a large number and variety of
collateral programmatic and fiscal policy issues involved
in either or both of the above, which cannot be fully
addressed in the scope and time frames of this staff study.
However, we hope that the following discussion of reported
advantages and disadvantages of different approaches and
strategies will prove of value in structuring the proper
conceptual framework for the higher-level policy analyses
required.

RETAINING THE BLOCK GRANT APPROACH

If Congress decides to continue the Crime Control
Act program beyond 1979 and reaffirms the use of a block
grant mechanism as the most appropriate means for distri-
buting funds to the States, then consideration should-be
given to addressing some of the more significant block
grant issues previously discussed. Since we have dwelt
on these at some length earlier,' the following reported.--
policy-relevant options are directed at achieving improve-
ments.by working within the block grant concept.

Funding Threshold.,

If the block grant is expected to produce short-term
changes in'intergovernmental or functional relationships
and'show progress in tackling problems it was designed
to address, then the funding threshold might have to be
increased substantially, relative to State-local direct
outlays, to geaerate a "critical mass" for change; or
the basic objectives will have to be'prioritized to avoid
further dilution of available resources. Since block grant
·funds-account for only about -5 percent of State-local-
criminal justice'expenditures, it may be difficult to
produce demonstrable impact with LEAA funds unless some
minimum level-of funding is achieved.

Aggressive Federal Leadership

'Although it affords recipients flexibility in deter-:
mining the use of Federal funds, the block grant instrument
does not excuse the Federal administering agency from
developing and enforcing'performance standards, conducting 
substantive reviews and evaluations of recipients' plans
and activities, and exercising other oversight responsibi-
lities--even if this leads to a withholding of funds.
Also, LEAA 'needs to 'take an aggressive leadership role' in-
showing the States what works. Even if the States plan for
their own priorities, LEAA can do more to influence the
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successful outcome of such planning through research,
testing, and comprehensive evaluation of demonstration
programs developed on the basis of the results of sound
research efforts. (See pp. 108 to 113 for an expanded
discussion of tnis issue.)

Authority and Responsibility
for -"Total System Building"

If the planning process is considered instrumental
to achieving the "total 'system-building" objective of a
block grant, then the State and local agencies responsible

'.for comprehensive planning must have sufficient authority
and time to plan for all activities encompassed within the
functional scope of the block grant. These functions
would also include those supported directly by State appro-
priations, as well as those which are addressed in other
program areas by States and localities which have implicit
significance and relevance for crime problem-solving.

Decategorization

If States and localities require maximum flexibility
to plan for their respective needs and priorities, then

eliminating some of the categorical funding constraints
should be considered. Decategorization refers to elimina-
ting some or-all of the functional program emphases and
requirements of the Act. Examples of these program
categories include part E corrections funding and emphasis
on organized crime programs as well as the 19.15 percent
maintenance-of-effort requirement for juvenile justice
projects. Although a lifting of these constraints might
result in the traditional categories receiving more or less
emphasis, the extent to which these funding shifts-would ...
take place is not predictable.

Potential Effects of Decreased Appropriation
Levels on States and Localities

On July 14, 1976, the President signed the Fiscal Year
1977 Appropriations Bill, H.R. 14239, allocating $753
million for spending under the Crime Control Act of 1976
and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 in that fiscal year. The appropriations bill levied
a $57 million, 7-percent cut on the crime control and
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programs and
their administering agency, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration-below the Fiscal Year 1976 level.
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As allotted by LEAA among the various program and
budget categories of the LEAA program, more than $29
million, 51 percent of that overall $57 million, was borne
in reductions to two of the three program-categories,
'parts", under which States and Territories receive block
grant- funds to support (riminal justice improvement
programming.

LEAA's appropriation for part C block allocations to
States and Territories in Fiscal Year 1977 was $306,039,000,
a $99,373,000 or 24.5 percent reduction from Fiscal Year
1976. The part E block allocation, a special category of
funds for correctional programming, was cut from $47,739,000
in Fiscal Year 1976 to $36,005,000 in Fiscal Year 1977, a
total reduction of $11,734,000 or 24.6 percent. The
aggregate cuts in the Fiscal Year 1977 parts C and E block
allocation were passed along to the individual States and
Territories as follows:
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The following table provides a breakdown of the distri-
bution of LEAA funds to the States under parts C and..E for
fiscal year 1978, for the purposes of comparison.

TABLE 7

LEAA Distribution of Part C and E Block Furds for Fiscal

Year 1978 

(000 omitted)

State Part C Part E State Part C Part E

Alabama $ 4,240 $ 499 New Jersey S 8,601 $1,012
Alaska 428 50 New Mexico 1,342 : 158
Arizona 2,594 305 New York 21,202 2.494
Arkansas 2,475 291 North Carolina 6,382 751
California 24,964 2,925 North Dakota 747 88
Colorado'. 2,980 351 Ohio 12,591 1,481
Connecticut .3,636 428 Oklahoma 3,184 375
Delaware 679 80 Oregon 2,679 315
Florida . 9,708 1,142 Pennsylvania 13,911 1,637
Georgia. 5,784 680 - Rhode Island 1,092 129
awaii .. 1,018 120 South Carolina 3,303 389
Idaho' ' 954 112 South Dakota 799 94 -

Illinois' "13,133 1,545 Tennessee 4,895 576
Indiana 6,232 733 Texas 14,353 1,689
Iowa 3,356 395 Utah 1,411 166
Kansas 2,5674 315 Vermont 554 65
Kentucky 3,973 467 Virginia S.842 687
Louisiana 4,464 525 'Washington '4,174" 491
Maine 1,241 146 West Virginia 2,110 248
Maryland. 4,835 569 Wisconsin 5,383 .633
Massachusetts 6,819 802 Wyoming 441 52
Michigan 10,686 1,257 District of
Minnesota 4,599 451 Columbia 835 98
Mississippi 2,746 323 American Samoa 33 4
Missouri 5,591 658 Guam 117 14
Montana 875 103---Puerto Rico 3,461 407 
Nebraska 1,811 213 Virgin Islands 97 12
Nevada . 692 81 Trust
New Hampshire 952 112 Territory 139 16

$253,717 S$29,849

Note: Part C funds are for general law enforcement and crim-
inal justice grants. Part E funds are for grants re-
lated to corrections.

Source: Law Enforcement Aosistance Administration.
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Unless the block grant provides substantial amounts of-
Federal funds on some stable basis, constr'uctively decen-

tralizes authority to make resource allocation decisions,
or offers expanded opportunities to address crime, delin-

quency, and criminal justice problem-solving, thereby
filling a major program void, generalists will be reluctant
to make the timk and intellectual commitments necessary for .

effective involvement. Otherwise, :unctional specialists
and professional staff will dominate policymaking.

A January 10, 1977, report of the National Conference
of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators outlined
what State officials believe to be the programmatic impacts
of further cuts in funding received by the States under
the block grant instrument, upon State and local jurisdic-
tions. 1/ Survey respondents were asked a variety of
questions ranging from their role within State government
to the identity of individual criminal justice projects
on which reductions i., part C and E funds have had the
greatest impact and the extent of that impact. In the 42
responses received to the survey, 39 States and Territiories
indicated that the 7 percent cut in LEAA funds from FY 1976
to FY 1977 limited the expansion and continuation of some
programs and resulted in a reduction in criminal justice
activities in specific instances. 2/ Forty-one of 42 respond-
ing jurisdictions reported a notable and negative impact of
reduction in funding allocations. 3/ A variety of strategies
have been employed by the States to cope with the reduction
in available Federal funds, such as:

--Across the board percentage cuts in the-.
aggregate to certain funding categories
in which action programs are supported,.
or cuts were passed along to State
aqrencies, RPUs and local jurisdictions.

--Prioritization or reprioritization within
specific program categories.

1/National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning
Administrators, Programmatic Impact of Cuts in Parts C
and E Allocations, Washington, D.C., January 10, 1977.

2/Ibid., p. 2.

3/Ibid.
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.- .--In nine States no new programs were initiated-
with LEAA funding, with allocations devoted
entirely to continuation or minimal expansion
of existing programs (i.e., a negative impact
on innovations).

--Modification of State and local policies
governing the duration and amount of contin-
uation funding support and assumption of costs
from other revenue sources.

--Eighteen States responding to the survey said
that State agencies and local units of govern-
ment were not prepared to assume the costs of
projects whiTch the SPAs were forced to curtail
or discontinue prior to the previously agreed
upon period of continuation funding.

-- Fourteen States indicated varying degrees of
impact on employment within their jurisdictions
as a result of project cuts necessitated"by-' ."
decreased allocationig.'l/

In addition, there-is some indication that further
decreases will not only reinforce the negative imparts as
exemplified above, but further reduce the capabilitiea'of
States'and localities to insure program accountability,
Eleven States responding to the survey reported that the
reduction in part C funds negatively affects their efforts
to evaluate programs funded with LEAA monies. 2/ As
pointed out by the National -Conference of State Criminal
Justice Planning Administrators, this situation could
present additional problems and difficulties among the
States in carrying out their evaluation responsibilities
under the Act. 3/ . .

The States estimated that 74 percent of part C and
69 percent of part E 1978 block grant allocations will
be devoted to continuing existing efforts previously
implemented with LEAA funds. 4/ Few_jurisdictions will

1/Ibid., p. 2-7.

3/Ibid.

3/Ibid.

4/Ibid.
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expand 'successful' prototype projects and many will'
undertake no new rograms in any area of the criminal
justice system. 1/ These reductions in funding can be
interpreted as creating a situation of stagnation in the
program. In their report, the National Conference of
State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators state:

"While the LEAA program is premised on the
significance of State and local initiative
in nationwide efforts to reduce crime and
improve the criminal justice system, by far
the greatest impact in the overall cut to
LEAA Fiscal Year 1977 budget was borne in
disproportionate reductions in the resources
under which the states and territories can
implement these initiatives and test the
validity of that premise.

Appropriations to the LEIA programs have
never in the history of that program been
approved at the full level authorized by
Congress in the enabling legislation and
now the total appropriation to that program
*is decreasing. Further reductions in that
appropriation must be carefully considered
against -what has occurred in the wake of
the Fiscal Year 1977 budget cut particularly
where it seems likely the brunt of such cuts

will continue to be borne in the planning
and programming allocations to states and
territories.' 2/ 3/

In their view, Congress-should give the States and locali-
ties a firm and stable program for a minimum of five years
with estimated yearly appropriations figures that can be

relied upon for long-term planning. Without this long-term
commitment by Congress, the States will continue to find
many local jurisdictions and State criminal justice agen-.
cies unwilling to undertake multi-year expeimental and
innovative programs, and unwilling to make the commitments
toassume-the costs of programs over time.--Without a

1/Ibid.

2/Ibid.

3/See table 7 on p. 85.
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commitment by the Federal Government to long-term ana stable
funding, State and local-governments are unlikely to give a
similar commitment.

Of course, while it is not possible for us to identify
all the possible social, economic, and political side-effects
of further cuts in Federal crime control spending upon State
and local .jurisdictions, there appears to be a funding.
threshold below which many former grant recipients may not
be willing to participate further in the program, regardless
of the specific form in which such funding is provided under
the block grant program.
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SHARING FEDERAL REVENUES WITH
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

A central issue t'at becomes evident in any discussion
of Federal assistance :o State and local governments is the
question of appropriate balance between national priorities
and spending priorities of these subnational governments.
With respect to crime control, if '* * * crime is essen-
tially a local problem that must be dealt with by State
and local governments if it is to be controlled effectively
* * *," to what degree and in what manner should the Federal
Government assist inl these efforts?

To date the method chosen to prov'de the financial
assistance has been the block grant--lump sum grants
to States awarded on the basis of relative population and
the submission and approval of a State plan; moneys from the
grant are then suballocated on the basis of an approved
Statewide comprehensive plan. The 'categoriza.tion of the
block grant over the years, and various studies questioning
the adequacy of LEAA performance have resulted in a serious
debate on the appropriate Federal financial role in State
and local crime control and criminal justice system improve-
ment efforts. Some of these questions include

--what are the intended/desired/appropriate
goals of the program?'

--who should receive Federal funds?

--how much and under what conditions?

--what should be required of recipients of...
Federal funds (e.g., accountability,
acceptance of national leadership, some
measurable level of achievement)?-;- '

Admittedly, these few questions fail to exhaust many
of the issues relative to defining the appropriate-Federal
role. Collateral issues include (1) basic questioning of
the need for Federal involvement in State and local plan-
ning, res-ea-chT, and training; (2) focusing Federal dollars
upon broad-based national' objectives; and :(3) the availa-
bility of undertaking short and long-range responsibilities
for providing fiscal relief and tax stabilization.
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At this point suffice it to state that there are no

easy answers. Merely selecting one funding mechanism over
another--for examp'e General Revenue Sharing, Special
Revenue Sharing, the block grant or something else--does
not really focus upon the broader issues and questions
which were alluded to above. However, it is clear that
with each mechanism there are some general advantages and
disadvantages to be considered. In one sense there are
a series of tradeoffs with one financing scheme meetiig
some objectives or needs and deemphasizing or failir; to
address others. In the last anaI'sis, any funding mechanism
is merely a delivery system selected to minimize the cost of
transferring Federal revenues to subnational governments,
consistent with the attainment of legislative goals.

The extent to which the mechanism will be successful
is largely contingent upon the care exercised in its
selection as the best or most appropriate method by which
to achieve specific congressionally mandated objectives..
The real chore lies in the development and articulation of
realistic medium and long-term program goals and priorities
and then, and only then, in determining how best to minimize
counterproductive Federal incursion into State and local
prerogatives.

In a paper presented at the 1976 National Conference of
the American Society of Public Administratior,- Car! Stenberg
and David Walker suggest that each of the various types of
federal funding mechanisms possess a number of character--
istics differentiating one from the otter 1/. Ranking these -
various funding schemes according to the flexibility given
recipients in fiscal, administrative, program, and account-
ability matters would result in the following progression:

Flexibility/Discretion

Least Most

Special General
Categorial Reoenue Revenue

grants 1 Block grants ---- Sharing Shar ing

l/Advisory Commission on Iritergovdrnmental Relations, 'The
Block Grant: Principals, Practice, Prcgnosis, Washington,'
D.C., April20, 19776.
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General revenue sharinq

At the far end of the spectrum, giving State and local
governments the most flexibility and discretion over the use
of Federal revenue with a minimum of direct Federal intru-
sion is general revenue sharing. General revenue sharing
was established by Title I of the State and Local Fiscal
Assistance Act of 1972. This Act- appropriated $30.2 billion
for distribution to State and local governments, according
to specified formulas, for a 5-year program period beginning
January 1, 1972. In considering the Act, the Congrcss
concluded that both State and local governments faced severe
financial problems which required solution if the Federal
system of government was to operate successfully.

General revenue sharing represented anew approach to
Federal assistance because State and locallgovernments were
given wide discretion'in deciding how to use the funds.
The Act and impleNenting riegulations placid only minimal
restrictions and requirements on the use 6f the funds.
Prior to this, other Federal aid to State and local'govern-
ments, although substantial, had been allocated primarily
for more narrowly defined purposes. The Congress cconcluded
that funds made available under the State and Local \"iscal
Assistance Act should provide recipient governments wIth
broader flexibility to use the funds for whatever they
consider to be their most vital needs.

The Office of Revenue S'haring, Department of the
Treasury, in responsible for' administering the Act.; The
Act also directs the Comptroller General to review the
work of the Department of the Treasury, State governments.
and local governments to enable the Congress to evaluace
compliance and assess operations.

Allocation of funds to States and
localitiETsby-foimulai

A State's revenue sharing entitlement is determined
by applying two formulas and then using the formula that
yields the' higher amount. :Onn-third of what a given
State receives is allocated Lto the State government, and
the remaining two-thirds is allocated to local governments.
The one-third/two-thirds division was adopted because local
governments generally appeated to need money more critically
than State governments and accounted for about two-thirds of
total State and local spending.
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Intrastate'allocation

-The local share is distributed to local governments
in a complex'sequence of computational steps and substeps,
using a;three-fabtor formula as its basis. The forniwla
recognizes.!population, relative income, and tax effort and
is detigned to help.,most communities.with the greatest need.
The relative income factor is designed to result in higher
allocations to lower income areas which generally have
difficultiesoin providi s.vervices, The tax effort factor
is designed t.' result in larger allocations for those
places which impose relatively high taxes.

The Congress concluded 'that, because of the great
diveLsity. of local governments, no single. allocation method
could be used without occasionally producing extreme results.
To insure that one local government did not receive an in-
ordinately large a.ount of funds while another government
received-almost no/(funds, minimum and maimum limits were
placed on the allocations. As a resulto'no local government,
except county govertnMents, can receive ke's Idthan 20percent
nor more than:145 percent of the per capita 1amount available
for distribution to all local.governments within the State.
In addition, no local government, including county ,govern-
ments, can receive more than 50 percent of the sum Lf its
adjusted taxes and intergovernmental transfers.

Restrictionsand±requirenments
applicable to-u o un s

A1lthough a'major-.'provision. of general revenue sharing
is to provide recipi'ent governments substantial freedom in
determining how to use the funds, recipients must observe
some restrictions and administrative'procedures. To receive
its full allocation, a-State'government generally must
provide its local governments with fiscal assistance that
equals or exceeds such assistance prior to revenue sharing.

The funds may not be' used in ways which discriminate
on the basis of race, color, sex, or national origin. A
further restriction prohibits a government, under certain
circumstances, from ,using the funds either directly or
indirectly to match 'iederal funds under programs which make
Federal aid contingent on the government's contribution. 1/
The acWL also requited that employees paid with revenue

1/This provision was deleted by the 1976 amendments to the
Act.
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sharing funds must be paid' at least at the same wage rates
as the other government employees in similar occupations.
Further, laborers and mechanics employed by contractor. or
subcontractors Go work on a construction project for which
25 percent or more of the project costs are paid with
revenue sharing funds must be paid not less than prevailing
rates determined by the Secretary of Labor under the
Davis-Bacon Act.

Tc help insure that revenue sharing funds are spent in
accordance with the act and regulations, each government
must create a trust fund in which it must deposit all such
funds received arid any interest earned. Funds must be spen.
in accordance with the laws and procedures applicable to the
expenditure of the recipient government's own revenues.
Each government must follow the fiscal, accounting, and
auditing guidelines established by the Office of Revenue
Sharing.

Finally, each government must periodically report to
the Office of Revenue Sharing on how it used its revenue
sharing funds and how it plans to use future funds- The
reports must be published in the press and made available to
other news media.

Direct uses of funds

Under the original legislation local governments could
directly use revenue sharing funds only for priority expen-
diture. which t!he act defined as (1) ordinary and necessary
capital expenditures authorized by law and (2) operations
and maintenance expenses for public safety, environmental
protection, public transportation, health,.recreation,
libraries, social services for the poor or aged, and
financial administration 1/.

In establishing these categories, the.Congress empha-
sized those areas which it felt had priority in terms of
National objectives. Local governments may not use the
funds for direct welfare payments or for operations and
maintenance related to education. Although these two areas
often have high priority, the Congress concluded that there

I/These priority expenditure categories were deleted by
the 1976 Amendments to the Act. Effective January 1,
1977, revenue sharing funds may be spent in any area
where recipients' own funds are authorized.
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were better ways to deal with them. Also, local governments
could not spend the funds directly for general administra-
tion (as distinguished from financial administration), for
interest on debt, or for retirement of debt unless the debt -
was incurred on or after January 1, 1972, for expenditures
in the priority categories specified in the act.

However, the priority categories cover most local func-
tions. Moreover, within each priority area the funds could
be spent for various activities to insure local governments'
discretion in deciding how to use the funds. For exam6le,
"public safety" includes police; prosecution; courts and
defense; corrections; crime and delinguency prevtion; fire
protection; civil defense; and inspection of buildings, plumb-
ing, electrical facilities, gaslines, boilers. and elevators.

Summing up briefly then, the mechanics of transferring
general revenue sharing funds to State and local Governments
contrast markedly with those of the LEAA block grant.

--Block grant legislation requires 85 percent of
appropriated funds to be distributed as "action
grants" in specific criminal justice system
program areas; the remaining 15 percent to be
used as-discretionary grants by LEAA to support
and encourage the development of specific State
and local law enforcement projects. Once
awarded, general revenue sharing may be used in
a general unconstrained manner for a host of var-
ious projects in different functional areas (i.e.,
health, public safety, transportation, recreation,
etc.).

--LEPA block grants are directly awarded only
to State governments, not to localities.
These awards are based totally on' population,
are dependent upon Federal approval of a
comprehensive State plan and subject to a i0
percent hard-cash matching requirement (in
the case of local projects one half of this
matching requirement must be met by States)
except for capital uses which are subject to
a 50 percent match. General revenue sharing
funds are awarded to about 39,000 State and
local governments based on a complex formula
considering the governments' tax collections,
population, and per capita income. Submission
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of comprehensive plans and matching monies are
not required in general revenue sharing.

--The block grant mechanism requires that States
allocate to local governments that portion of
the total grant equal to the aggregate local
outlay of State-local law enforcement expendi-
tures in the preceding year. However, the
specific amount going to a specific local unit
is generally not based on a guaranteed distri-
butional formula but is generally contingent. -
upon approval of subgrant applications which
a-e consistent with an .pproved State compre-
hensive plan determined by a supervisory board
whose composition must include representatives
of units of local government 1/. In 1976,
573 local government: officials were members of
such decision and policymaking bodies. On the
other hand, two-thirds of a State's general
revenue sharing funds are allocated to local
governments, with each local government
guaranteed a specific amount according to the
legislated formula; the State is allowed no
discretion in this matter.

Impact of general revenue sharing_ .unds

Having briefly considered the various characteristics
of general revenue sharing legislation and some of the
distinctions between it and the block qrant mechanisms the
logical next step might be to address the primary question:
what have been the major fiscal impacts of general revenue
sharing funds in the criminal justice system?

In 1976, the Brookings Institution performed an
assessment of generalrevenue sharing funds and their use..

1/There are variations irn the me.-nod of distributing block
grant funds in certain States, such as Ohio, which has
adopted a "mini-block" grant approach to distributing
block grant funds received by the State directlyto units
of general local government and combinations of such units.
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for law enforcement purposes during 1973 and 1974. 1/ This
analysis reportedly resulted from research associates' field
observations, national statistics on State and local finances
and employment, and reports from the Office of Revenue
Sharing, GAO, and other research groups. The study points
out that for 1973-74, 23 percent of general revenue sharing
funds have been officially reported in Treasury's Actual-Use
reports to have been expended in public safety functions--
primarily law enforcement and fire protection. Brookings
employed a methodolody which compared these "reported" uses
of 65 selected non-random jurisdictions (stratified sample)
with subjective assessments of on-site observers on the
"net effects" or new spending uses of the same funds.
Judgementally, these actual use assessments fall into nine
"net fiscal effects" categories:

I. New Spending

1. New capital expenditures--spending for
capital (facility construction and land
purchases) or major equipment purchases,
either of which would not have occurred
at all, or which would have occurred at
least a yea: later.

2. New or expanded operations--operating
expenditures began or expanded with
shared revenues (new or expanded exist-
ing programs), excluding pay and benefit
increases.

3. Increased pay and benefits--pay and
benefit increases that would not have
beon possible at all or at'the approved
levels.

1/Richard P. Nathan et al., Where have .11 the dollars gone?
Washington, D.C., Brookings Institution, December 1976.
Here law enforcement was defined in the general sense,
including the activities of police, prosecution, court
administration, defense, detention and correctional
agencies. -
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II. Substitution Effects

1. Program maintenance--Funds directed to
ongoing programs, which without revenue
sharing would have been reduced in scope
or totally eliminated.

2. Tax cut--financing ongoing programs and
freeing the jurisdictions'. own resources
to permit tax reductions.

3. Tax stabilization--funds used to finance
ongoing programs while avoiding a tax
increase that would otherwise have been
approved.

4. Avoidance of borrowing--using the funds
to substitute for borrowing that otherwise
would have been required.

5. Increased fund balances--simply using the
shared revenue while husbanding the juris-
dictions' own revenues.

6. "Restoration" of federal aid--using the
funds to offset anticipated or actual
reductions of other federal aid.

As such, the Brookings' study provides a general
analysis of State and local major revenue sharing decisions
vs. an accounting of dollars.

"It's done with smoke and wires"

In analyzing revenue shazing dollars devoted to public
safety for 1973 ard 1974 Brookings associates were asked to
distinguish between police, fire and "other" public safety
functions (Note: Generally, 'other" is defined as law
enforcement--including prosecution, defense, courts, and
corrections). This data was then compared with officially
reported information for the same_categories, and resulted
in the following:
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Proportion of
Proportion of general rev- GRS devoted to
enue sharing (GRS) devoted to Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement according to according to
Brookings fieck research es- Treasury Actual-
timates of New Spending al- Use Reports for
locations for sample.juris- sample jurisdic-
dictions (unweighted mean tions (unweighted

. percentage)* mean percentaqe)-

1973 1974 1973 1974

Law enforcement 3.4 6.3 20.8 24.9

Police 2.3 4.7 17.2 20.0

Using this and other data for further analysis Brookings
concludes that -

" * * * officially reported expenditures of
shared revenue on law enforce,,c-n rompiled by the
Treasury Departrment's Office of Revenue Sharing
were six times greater than raw (emphasis added)
'allocations for this purpose identified in the
Brookings field research in 1973; the ratio for
1974 was-4:1l' Differences are greater for larger
units, those under greatest fiscal pressure, those
located in the Northeast, and for Municipai govern-
ments generally. The principal reason for this
pattern of variation is that classes of units just
described tended to have especially high substitu-
tion uses of shared revenue * * *.

In his analysis. o the Brookings study and other
research on this subject Mark Alger 1/ also points out that
the very little actual program increase in the criminal
justice system resulting from general revenue sharing has
been for capital purposes and traditional operations.
He also points out that as financial pressures increase,
general revenue &haring funds for criminal justice tend
to be used for police program maintenance. This is the
same area of criminal justice funding that the LZAA

*Applies to all cases with net-effects allocations and
reported expenditures; 46 localities in 1973; 52 in 1974.

l/Op. cit., "LEAA Assessment-Integration," p. iv.
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program has been criticized for "over funding" in the past
relative to the other components of the criminal justice
system...

In many.respects, this outcome pivots on the question
of "fungibility." In their book Revenue Sharing: The
Second Round, Richard Nathan and Charles Adamis, Jr., point
out that "F * * all forms of Federal aid to states and
localities are fungible," and that no matter how restrictive
the requirements placed on the use of grant funds, recipients
in fact exercise a good deal of discretion in their ultimate
use. 1/ How the funds are used is therefore determined to
varying degrees by the preference recipients have for the
goods and services for which the grants are theoretically
aimed. 2/

The Brookings study heavily focuses on this aspect of
the problem and points out that general "revenue sharing
funds are not radioactive; they can be difficult to
trace." 3/ Echoing these same sentiments Mark Alger states
that when State and local officials substitute or displace
their own revenues with general revenue sharing funds the
resulting effect "dissipates much of the importance of
revenue sharing for law enfo.cement." 4/

In our April 25, 1974,-- report on- revenue--shar-ing -and
its use and impact on local governments, GAO noted that
revenue sharing funds, Federal categorical aid, and States'
and local governments' own revenues can often be used or
mixed to provide the same services. Local governments
tend to consider their total available resources when
budgeting funds to meet perceived needs.. When a government.
spends revenue sharing monies for activities previously
financed (or that would have been financed) from local or

1/Richard P. Nathan and Charles F. Adams, Jr., Revenue
Sharing: The Second Round, Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C. 1977, p. 79.

2/Ibid. - -

3/Op. cit., "Where Have All The Dollars Gone?", p. 11.

4/Mark W. Alger, LEAA Assessment - Integration, Executive
Management Service, Inc., Washington, D.C., April 26,
1976, p. 81. . -
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other revenues, great latitude exists for "freeinq" local
funds by spending revenue sharing funds. To a aenerally
high degree, these resulting "substitution" effects that
occur are analogous to those same categories used for the
Brookings field research analysis mentioned earlier. (See

p. 93.)

In view of changing budget priorities and fluctuations
in the amount of revenues availab'e to a locality, it would
be impossible to identify those funds displaced as a result
of revenue sharing and for what purposes such resources were
used. We believe the original general revenue sharing act's
requirements for priority category expenditure are illusory.
Our past reports, testimony, and numerous meetings with
congressional staff on this issue contributed to the elimi-
nation of the ineffectual restriction of priority categories
for general revenue sharing expenditures in the 1976 amend-
ments to the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act.

Impact of adding LEAA funds to
general revenue sharing

So far, we have identified the primary characteristics
of general revenue sharing, how these contrast, generally
speaking, with block grants, and some indications on how
recipients view and make-gene-ral revenue sharing exoendi-
ture decisions for law enforcement. Logically then, the
next question might be raised: what are the implications
of transferring the amount of funds appropriated for the'
LEAA block grant program to a general revenue sharing
program. A definitive answer to this would require compa-
rable data on the fungibility or substitution effects of
LEAA block funds used to replace State and local funds
which otherwise may have been devoted to criminal justice
functions. While such data is not readily available there
are certain indications--albeit theoretical--that can be
deduced from--the foregoing-analysis.

Distribution of funds

General revenue sharing funds are distributed quarterly
to about 39,000 State and local governments based on a
formula which considers a government's tax--codl/ctions and
population and the per capita income of its residents.
Generally, governments with high tax efforts and low resi-
dent per capita income receive larger portions of the
revenue sharing funds. This methodology distributes funds
automatically without a direct demonstration of need. The
amount of "LEAA funds' received by any one government could
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be expected to vary considerably (i.e., higher or lower)
when delivered through GRS from the amount it currently
receives under the block grant.

Use of funds

A common characteristic of both the revenue sharing
and LEAA programs is the decentralization of the decision-
making responsibility for the use of funds from the Federal
Government to State and local governments. This is achieved
in varying degrees because general revenue sharing funds can
be used by recipient governments for essentially any expen-
diture that is permissible under State or local law, but
LEAA mono-> must be used only for expenditures relating to
crime and Delinquency prevention, control and reduction and
improving and strengthening the criminal justice function.
Because general revenue sharing funds can be used for a
larger variety of functions, the amount of Federal funds
used for new or innovative criminal justice and crime and
delinquency problem-solvi.g purposes would probably be
reduced if restrictions on the use of LEAA funds were
broadened to permit their expenditure for those purposes
authnriztd for use of general revenue sharing monies.
Attempts to determine the amount of this reduction would
be conjectural, highly speculative, and would depend on
the extent towhich State and local recipients determined
other uses to be of higher priority.

Citizen participation

The general revenue sharing and .'A programs have
requirements for citizen participation in decisions. regard-
ing the uses of the available funds. Before preparing its
proposed budget for a fiscal period, a revenue sharing
recipient-is required to have a public hearing to permit
citizens to provide written and oral comments on possible
uses of revenue sharing funds. Afterthe proposed budget
has been prepared, the body responsible for enacting the
budget is required to have a hearing on the proposed use
of revenue sharing funds in relation to the enti:r budget.
The funds could be used in essentially any functional
category in the budget.

A panel composed of elected, local and State officials,
criminal justice agency representatives and interested
citizens reviews projects proposed for funding with LEAA
funds. Program funds are then generally allocated to
governments that have projects considered to be the most
deserving of need and support based upon an approved State
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comprehensive plan. If the LEAA uses were determined in
accordance with the citizen participation -requirements
applicable to revenue sharing, criminal justice projects
would have to compete with projects in other functional
areas such as health, social services, and education based
on perceptions of their merits by localities. Again, the
amounts of money that would ultimately be directed to new
or innovative projects might be expected to differ from
those LEAA funds currently expended for these purposes.

Planning and jurisdictional fragmentation

Revenue sharing fiunds are paid automatically and
directly to State and local government recipients, but LEAA
block grant funds are awarded initially to the State and the
funds are then transferred to certain governments and other
grant recipients within the State that are determined to
meet the provisions of the annual comprehensive plan.

The block grant planning process brings together
officials of the various functional (police, courts,
corrections) and jurisdictional (States,' cities, counties,
etc.) elements of the criminal justice system to focus and
prioritize their resources to meet their most-imnportant
needs. To the extent that this planning and coordination
results in -the most appropriate expenditure of Federal
funds, eliminates duplication and reduces interjurisdic-
tional conflict, the collapsing of LEAA funds into general
revenue sharing may eliminate these benefits. On the other
hand, the jurisdictional elements may view the planning and
coordination functions to have such importance or value to
continue funding these activities with their general revenue
sharing funds. We suspect, however, that with so many inde-
pendent actors under general revenue sharing and the loss
of "enforced" planning, the criminal justice system might
operate in a more fragmented fashion.

Pursuit of national goals

Under the block grant, recipients are required to
spend the funds for crime and delinquency prevention and
control, and to effect improvements in criminal justice
system activities--with specific allocations- and balan-ce--
given to certain components or activities (i.e. courts,
juvenile justice). Congressionally mandated emphasis on
national goals must be demonstrated to receive funds.
Under general revenue sharing recipients have almost
unlimited latitude in the ultimate use of funds--across'
the whole spectrum-of governmental functions. Where State
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and local objectives and priorities coincide or converge
with those of the Federal government, it can be expected
that national goals will be pursued. However, where and
when recipient government budget priorities and progrzm
interest fluctuate it can be expected that these local
decisions will be pursued to the possible exclusion of
national goals.

"Special" Revenue sharing

3y early 1971 the Nixon administration was seriously
concerned with the financial difficulties of State and
local Governments. Equally worrisome was the increasing
proliferation of Federal categorical grants--perceived as
an unacceptable intrusion into the prerogatives of State
and local governments--with their reported attendant
confusion, delay, and attached bureaucratic strings.

Reacting to these concerns, President Nixon set forth
six "Special Revenue Sharing" proposals on March 2, 1971.
These proposals reportedly 1/ were designed to fold approx-
imately 130 existing categorical grant programs into six
broad financing schemes--providing $11 billion with few
restrictions and. no State and local matching requirements
in education, law enforcement, manpower training, rural
community development, transportation, and urban community_
development. While all six possess common characteristics,
each had some unique features. For the purposes of this
discussion we will focus on that proposal which would have:
amended the LEAA block grant program into "special revenue
sharing for law enforcement.".

Reportedly, 2/ this change would have been accomplished
by removing matching, buy-in, maintenance of effort provi-
sions, and-Federal plan approval requirements for part C
(action) block grants. Payments were to be made to States
on the basis of population and the submission of a compre-
nensive plan to LEAA for review, comment, and recommenda-
tion--not approval. However, the proposed bill did not
change the part C pass-through formula, the percent set

l-/Advisory Commiss.on on Intergovernmental Relations,
Special Revenue Sharing-: -Analysis of the Administration's
Grant Consolidation Proposals, Washington, D.C., December
1971, p. 1.

2/Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
Safe Streets Reconsidered: The Block Grant Exoerience
1968-1975, Washington, D.C., January 1977, p. 21.
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asiJe for LEAA dis.:retionary uses, the part E nroaron
(corrections emphasis), nor did i: eliminate orants for
research, statistics and technical assistance.

It would be a mistake . this juncture to view this
proposal as a "no strings attached" instrument. Secial
revenue sharing would not have eliminated the 10 pemzent
match requirements for.law enforcement and criminal
justice planning grants (analogous to part B of the C-:.me
Control Act), nor eliminated the State/local matchino
requirement when using funds earmarked for correctional
facilities (part E). (Note: Sveclal Revenue Sharing Fnd.
could have been used co cover the non-Federal share of
these match requirements at the local le-el.) Addicio:'.,:
"strings" or Federal influence on the ue of these f,,e
included:

--mandatory pass-thru of 40 percent of planninig
funds from States to localities;

--"flexible pass-thru" of action grants from
States to localities based on a formula usin-.
the aggregate State-local law enforcement and
criminal justice expenditures of the preced>'
year;

--statutory requirements that State comprehens.ve
plans allocate an adequate share of funds to
areas of high crime incidence and law enfo:ce:
ment activity;

--provisions that Sigh Priority be given to
organized crime and riot and civil disorder
programs, and that SPAs provide their major
counties and cities sufficient funds for
preparing comprehensive plans and coordirat_ g
anti-crime efforts; and

--prohibiting the use of more than one-third of
any action grant for personnel compensation.

Whether this new Federal-State partnership would have
withstood the close scrutiny of the legislative process is
at bes.t speculative. The.Congress. hel.d no.he.a.rinQs on the
proposal and took no action during 1971 and 1972.

With the knowledge that. the authorizinq legislation -
for the LEAA program would-expire at the end of FY 1973,
the Administration again tried to convert the program to
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special revenue sharing. In-March 1973 the President sent
a special message to the Congress, accompanied by the
second law enforcement revenue sharing proposal (H.R. 5613
and S. 1234). In addition to insuriny a 70 percent pass-
thru of the appropriated funds from State to local govern-
ments, a number of other changes were offered. As the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations'
analysis points out:

"The Administation's 1973 law enforcement
revenue sharing proposal also: (1) removed
matching requirements and replaced them with
maintenance of effort provisions; (2) elim:-
nated the funding limitations for police
salaries; (3) dropped the "troika" arrange-
ment in favor of a single administrator; (4)
deleted the requirement that states establish
planning agencies to draw up comprehensive
plans and administer Safe Streets funds and
substituted a general requirement for a
"multi-jurisdictional planning and policy
development organization" to perform these
tasks; (5) mandated that 50 percent cf the
supervisory board of any criminal justice
planning body be composed of elected city
and county officials; (6) authorized LEAA
to comment on state plans and make such
comments public; (7) removed the require-
ments'that a specific portion of block
grant allocations be earmarked for cor-
rections; (8) required strict program
evaluation and auditing; and (9) added
two new categories of allowable spending
(diagnostic services for juveniles and
-court administration, including law referee
programs within civil courts). Generally
the President's proposal substantially
reduced LEAA's authority over the states
and a'.lowed the SPAs more discretion in
the administration and use of Safe Streets
funds.." 1/

Aftdr a good deal of debate and opposition from both
the House and Senate, the Congress rejected the Administra-
tion's plan for special revenue sharing and retained an
"amended" LEAA block grant program.

l/Ibid.,'p. 22
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"A rose by any other name .. ."

There is a belief held by some that special revenue
sharing was a completely new program, distinguished from
general revenue sharing by its high law enforcement focus,
and from the block grant by its-broadened latitude for
State/local decisionmaking and relaxed fiscal, program,
and reporting requirements. Illustrating the primary
contrast with block grants it-is-noted that under special
revenue sharing

--matching on the part of grantees was not
required; 

--once funds were allocated in accordance
with the statutory formula they would
essentially be paid automatically with
no need for detailed application; and-

--Federal intrusiveness over the use of
funds was to have been minimal, with no --
LEAA plan approval required to receive
aid.

We believe, however, that each of these major elements
may to varying degrees be deceptive or illusory.

Matching requirements

While it is true that the 1971 Special Revenue Sharing
proposal would have eliminated the LEAA block grant matching
requirement, at least two of the £Zuir other c-'rrent Federal
block grant programs (Comprehensive Employmest and Training
Act and the Community and Economic Development Bieck Grant)
do not have matching provisions.. As such, the absence or
presence of a "matching funds" provision does not neces-
sarily make special revenue sharing unique. It is also
noteworthy that the proposed deletion of the matching
requirement would have eliminated only 10 percent of the
total money being made available. Further, the 1973
revencie sharing bill proposed State/local 'maintenance of
effort" as a requireniert'for receipt of funds. In part,-
this may have been an attempt by the Federal Government
to legislate a show of good' faith on the part of recipient
government and to diminish the potentially large impact of
suLstitution effects--again the fungibility phenomenon.

Nonetheless, the lack of iatching funds requirements
in the 1971 proposal does tend to make it appear to lean
in the direction of general revenue sharing.
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Application and fund disbursement

While it is also true that under the special revenue
sharing proposals 85 percent of LEAA funds would have been
distributed to the States in proportion to their population,
the actual amount eventually received by any specific local
recipient (city or county) was not assured nor clearly
delineated in the legislation. A similar lack of legisla-
tive clarity exists with the LEAA block grant program.

As previously described, under the block grant program
the initial award of funds is to the States. How'ever, the
legislation does not indicate the specific amount or
proportion of a State's block award a given geopolitical
jurisdiction will receive. While the Safe Streets Act
requires an emphasis be placed upon "high crime" areas
(implying fund flow to major metropolitan areas within
each State), there is no legislatively established level
or direct entitlement due a specific unit of local govern-
ment. Rather the law specifies that the localities, in
the aggregate, are entitled to part,C block funds in an
amount equal to the proportion of State/local general
revenues they expended for all the law enforcement and crim-
inal justice activity- during the preceding year. In practice,
this provision has had nearly the same effect as the ore-
1973 pass-through requirement that 75 percent of the funds
be made available to units of local government.

The critical determinants on local receipt of LEAA
block grant funds are the supervisory board of the State
planning agency and supervisory bodies of sub-State
regional planning units (RPUs). As pointed out earlier,
the SPA supervisory membership includes representatives
of local government, and is the only body which is able
to authorize the expenditure of block grant funds. Thus,
to a large degree the representatives of localities and
the State together are ultimately responsible for deciding
"who gets what and how much." In practice, the role of
the RPUs enters into the process in many States. By law
the RPU supervisory bodies are composed of a majority of
loea-l-y-elected officials. This body often exercises
the decision on which specific jurisdictions are going to
receive-some specified amount of the money consistent with
RPU plans and programming as part of the overall Statewide
plan. Generally, the:SPA supervisory board will accept
the RPU supervisory body's views unless there are major
,dpartures from State law or established policy-
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To the extent that special revenue sharing would have-
operated in a similar fashion, there may really have been
no appreciable difference between it and the process of
sub-awarding of block grant funds to units of local govern-
ment under the LEAA program.

Since the Special Revenue Sharing proposal did not
become law, we do not know what, if any, LEAA auidelines
and implementing regulations would have been promulqated.
However, to the extent that receipt cf funds by units of
local government would have been conditioned on a sizeable
planning effort and State approval process, it could hardly
be said that fund disbursement would have been automatic.
Although not'assigned specific veto power over local
efforts, State governments appear to exercise some policy
direction over LEAA-funded local efforts by virtue of their
responsibilities for approving local and areawide plan
submissions and developing a Statewide plan. Indeed, the
requirement for State submission of a detailed, comprehen-
sive plan as a condition for any financial assistance
certainly calls into question the ease with which States
could have obtained funding.

El: imination' of Feder-al plan apr-oval - .........

Section 204(b) of the 1973 special revenue sharing
proposal limited LEAA's role in State/local planning to
reviewing, commenting, and offering recommendations. How-
ever, in practice public comments and recommenda'tions by
Federal agencies disbursing large amounts of aid often
have the force of mandates. 'As noted earlier, under
special revenue sharing, State comprehensive plans would
still have been required'to 'demonstrate compliance with
several fund restrictions or uses, including (1) State/
local pass-thru formula,.(2) share of funds to areas of.
high' r''ime incidence and law enforcement activity, (3)
priority to organized crime, riot and civil disorder
control, and (4) city and county planning functions for
anti-crime efforts.

-- Fai-ing-complete compliance with these or other---
requirements, it remains a matter of speculation whether
LEAA's comments and recommendations would have had the
same force as the "special conditions" which must
currently be addressed by grant recipients under the
block grant. Perhaps the major difference between the
block grant and special revenue sharing on this issue ..
may be perceived as putting States and localities in a
better bargaining position with LEAA. Theoretically, at
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least, the burden of proof would have shifted to LEAA to
demonstrate lack of substantial compliance on the part of
the States.

"Neither fish nor fowl"

Admittedly this discussion on the differences between
--specal revenue staring and the LEAA block grant appears to
muddy the water and raise more questions than it answers.
The problem results from attempting an analysis of legis-
lation that never came to fruition; consequently LEAA
never developed any implementing regulations which would
have transformed legislative theory into action.

Nonetheless, special revenue sharing--as proposed--
appears to be not so special. Rather it may have been
something very similar to the block grant. Supporting
this proposition, Richard Nathan of the Brookings Insti-
tution suggests "* * * we would all be better off if w-
forgot the term special revenue sharing and used the term
block grants * * *" underlining the point "* * * a block
grant.means different things to different people." 1/7

David Walker of the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations takes the opposite position pointing out

that the different kinds and quality of Federal intervention
provide the principal distinction between the two types of
grants. He believes that no Federal block grant in any way
resembles special revenue sharing because the latter
reflects minimal Federal.intrusion. 2/ Taking the middle
g.:ound, William Mirengoff of the National Academy of
Sciences suggests that perhaps it is not possible to
"classify things so precisely" and that we may-be "* * *
dealing with a continuum that extends all the way from 
revenue sharing to categorial programs. If you [sic] were
to identify four or five criteria, they may appear on
different points on a continuum. Where a program comes
to rest on the continuum depends on several factors
including Congressional intent, Administration policy,
and bureaucratic style." 3/

1/Advisorv Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Block
Grants: A Roundtable Discussion, Washington, D.C., October
1976, pp. 13-14 (emphaSis added).

2/Ibid.

3/Ib id.
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Summing up then, the special revenue sharing proposals
(1971 and 1973) embodied a number of elements that are
markedly similar to those of the block grant instrument.
In addition, those chara.teristics that have been pointed
out as being dramatically different--or more similar to
general revenue sharing--tend to wilt or blur under close
scrutiny. Of course, these differences may have come into
sharp relief with the development of implementing guidelines
and regulations had the legislation been passed. Since that
did not occur, the questions on whether this program would
have significantly reduced Federal intrusiveness and "red
tape" or resulted in crime and delinauency reduction or
measurable improvements in the criminal justice system
remain open.

SOME OTHER PRUIRAM ALTERNATIVES

Of course ;:here are any number of possible options by
which the actual transfer of payments could be-accomplished.
However, the primary question again is whether a given fund-
ing mechanism is the most effective and efficient method to
achieve specified national goals. The current mandate of
the 1976 Crime' c.ontrol'and Safe Streets Act emphasizes a
plurality of prtgram goals. This raises three related

'--questions whic't should be considered.

1) Are 'he goals of the Act and various
objectives of the program compatible with
one another? That is, does the pursuit of
one or more objectives of the program have
a neutralizing effect or in some way limit
the accomplishment of all and/or restrict
the opportunities for reaching national
goals?

2) -- Are the 'reach" andt.,focus of the current
program sufficient in scope and depth to
address all relevant programs, services,
and problems which have a bearing upon
crime and delinquency prevention and the
administration of justice?

3) How best can the Federal government
approach and resolve the problems Df
crime and delinquency, and insure effi-
cient, just, and humane handli.ig of the
accused by the agencies of the criminal
'ustice system 'in a cost effective manner?
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In testimony before the Subcommittee on Crime of the
House Committee on the Judiciary in February 1976, GAO
presented its views of the progress and problems of the
LEAA program. GAO stated that a change is needed in the
program's emphasis.

"There has not been sufficient systematic
planning, testing, and evaluation of efforts
to adequately advance the Nation's knowledge
of how to effectively fight crime. Much more
systematic research and evaluation are needed
into what works. The Feder'. Government should
play a more active role in .- :arching how to
reduce crime. More FederA. ::.ars should be
spent by government--Federa State, and local--
to test theories and approaches and evaluate
their results, rather than on State or local
projects which are not part of controlled
research efforts to advance the state of the
art."

In general, GAO anticipated by more than a year
and une-half the-recommendations of the Department of
Justice Study Group on LEAA which called for a shift in
emphasis-of the-program:along the general lines advanced
above.by GAO.

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DEMONSTRATION,
TEST, AND EVALUATION

We previously pointed out that LEAA funds constitute
a very small proportion (less than 5 percent) of crime and
delinquency prevention, control and criminal justice expen-
ditures annually. Without substantially increasing the
amount of the current Federal investment, one possible
approach to consider is.placing the emphasis of the
program upon an expanded research, development, denonstra-
t.icn, test, and evaluation role by LEAA, which provides
for the continued and significant involvement of States
and localities.

A national st-ategy to reduce, prevent, and %untrol
crime-undcr this-approach would build upon the relative
strengths of current,.planned, and to be developed programs
which can be empirically demonstrated to produce signifi-
cant crime-and delinquency reduction outcomes based upon
rigorously controlled research. However, in GAO's view
it was considered vital that States and localities parti-
cipate fully in the planning, implementation, and
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management of projects which are consistent with program
strategies which are factually proven to have meLit.
Although a different ratio of block and categorical funds
may be necessary at first, this approach would encourage
and support systematic-planned-variation in testing
different intervention strategies which "build-in" the
evaluation research requirements before implementing indivi-
dual project activitis3.

After a number of action/research program efforts
have been empirically demonstrated to have crime and
delinquency reduction payoff, they can be replicated and
funded in a larger number of settings with ongoing
evaluation of their relative effectiveness. Thir should
enable States and localities. as well as thne Federal
government, to know under what conditions and for whom
different action intervention strategies are the most
cost effective.

"Successful" programs could then be assumed (institu-
tionalized) on a relatively permanent basis by States and
localities with increased confidence of their value and
impact upon the-crime problem.

The specific-form.and structure such an approach
would require would of course be'dependent upon a variety
of factors, not the least of which includes those questions
raised earlier on page 107.

Historically the Federal role in crime, delinquency,
and criminal justice research has come abcit as part of a
much larger action program effort. However, it is impor-
tant to be clear about the nature of the relationship
between the two. Congress established a centralized
structure for the purpose of performing some functions
that were not considered feasible at the State level, ..
principally a national crime statistics center and a
research and development (R&D) effort within LEAA. Since
it was assumed from the beginning that the national interest
in crime was to serve State and local needs, a Federal
research, development, and demonstration effort was not
designed with the-view imn-minr-of solving crime problems
at the national level. Rather it was to help State and
local jurisdictions deal' with their crime problems. A
basic premise of the Crime Control and Safe Streets Act,
therefore, was that the Federal-effort was to service
State and local planning and action programming.
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Consequently there has not been much impetus for
direct Federal initiatives in the crime and delinquency
field utilizing the research, development, demonstration,
test, and evaluation program methodology (hereafter
RDDT&E! until very recently. Presuming that there is
some merit to exploring this approach, the question
becomes one of identi'ying which of several broad program
and funding implementation strategies would be most
suitable. There are several possibilities in addressing
this question.

One is to assume chat serving State and local planning
and action program development means providing information
to the administrators of block-grant funds (the State
planning agencies) about which programs being considered
for funding are likely to be effective. The "what works
and what doesn't work?" question has been posed incessantly
to the National Institute by SPAs from the earliest days of
the LEAA program and indicates at least that they perceive
the National Institute's role in terms of providing some
leadership and information that can be utilized in their
planning efforts.

A second possibility would be to place the National
Institute and LEAA in the role of assisting the States and
localities in developing alternative program intervention
strategies using carefully designed and controlled action
research, but without the pressure to develop immediate
"quick-fix" solutions. Such a strategy could keep LEAA
and its National Institute in its direct service relation-.
ship with the block-grant structure and thereby focus its
efforts on the programmatic concerns of States and local-
ities which have the primary responsibility for dealing with
the problems of crime and delinquency. However, because
of the nature of block-grant funding this strategy would
require some overall policy direction to insure that the
National Institute's efforts would not be predominantly
oriented toward traditional practitioner needs to the
exclusion of others.

A third variation in this theme could put the National
Institute in the primary business-of planning and imple-
menting large demonstration projects. Such a strategy
would -have the mixed'purpose of synthesizing researcl
results -(from any source), testing appropriate implemen-
tations-, and disseminating model programs to practitioners.
However, unless due care were exercised, it could tie the
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National Institute's efforts to th± exigencies and poli-
tical pressures of SPA programming, more so than would the
first two- strategies. -

A fourth RDDT&E approach could make the program more
directly responsive to on-going congressional and Federal
executive branch input and oversight to emphasize those
aspects of the "Safe Streets" legislation that encourages
innovative anti.crime programming and, therefore, focus
program activities on developing and testing alternatiive
approaches to solving crime problems. Such a program could
de-emphasize operational questions, except insofar as
they were directly related to crime control (e.g., patrol
strategies), and concentrate on examining new as well as
traditional approaches to dealing with crime and criminal
behavior in an effort to develop a new understanding of
crime. It could attempt to bring to bear thinking and
research from a variety of disciplines not now focusing
on crime and encourage multidisciplinary research efforts
and concentrate on testing hypotheses under experimental
and quasi-experimental conditions to obtain results that
are reliable for use in developing sound ac-ion programs.
This strategy may also have the advantage of tying the
National Institute more closely to the research community
and permit resources to be allocated on grounds that are
largely -iihdepndenint of political demands or system pressures.-
If encouraged to develop properly, this strategy could
eventually serve State and local crime control needs far
better than the more agency- or practitioner-dominated
alternatives that- have characterized past LEAA efforts.

Relationship between research
and action programming

Attempting to compare and contrast alternative RDDT&E
strategies reveals some important features of the relation-
ship between researtch' and action-'programming in LEAA. The
role of SPAs is to plan, allocate, and administer the
block-grant funds, which amount to approximately 5 percent
of the total criminal justice expenditures in any State.
Consequently, if the LEAA program is to have any impact
under the current block grant instruiment, the SPA must use
action funds in strategic and innovative ways. .To do so
requires careful analysis of local crime problems, exist-
ing community and criminal justice system response patterns,
and a variety of competing resource allocation questions.
While few SPAs have'yet developed this kind of analytical
capacity, those that have find it both necessary and natural
to conduct their own "immediate solution" research. The
critical connection is between programming and research.
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Research, in this context, becomes totally a tool for'
planners with specific problems to solve. The case is
similar for evaluation. The SPAs need to be able to evaluate
particular programs with an eye buth to refunding decisions
and introducing changes to make existing programs more
effective.

While' t is kind of research and evaluation has not yet
developed extensively in the SPAs, it is clearly an appro-
priate and productive function. However, in order for
a national research institute to be able to perform effec-
tively, the relationship between a particular program's
need for information and the deployment of resources to
obtain the required knowledge calls for mechanisms and .oli-
cies to insure proper balance in intra-/inter-organizational
response. To place the responsibility for responding in
the hands of-a research institute alone is to ignore the
natural pressures on States and localities to "get to the
bottom line." A further complication is the fact that
the canons of valid scientific research often conflict
with the needs and style of program administrators. Since
the basis of the relationship has been and continues to be
upon service, the likelihood is that research canons will
be compromised more -often than administrators inconven-
ienced unless some fundamental and formal change in program
emphasis and -policy---i-s- enacted -to--clarify expectations and
appropriate roles.

In the past, the relationship between SPAs and the
National Institute has ranged from indifference to hosti-
lity. The SPAs have-resisted programming that is not
developed to meet a sr iific and immediate need. They
also tend to.resent the intrusion of the Federal presence
whenever the National Institute and LEAA furds a demcn-
stration or evaluation program in their'State. By the:
same token, the National Institute has resented SPAs'
expectations that it should be providing readily appli-
cable knowledge for local programming: as well as the
perception that they lack understanding of the nature of
needed research.

The National Academy of Sciences study suggested 
another way to view the Nattonal.InstitItTe's role-in
serving State and local needs. 1/ Rather than intruding

1/02. cit., Understandinq Crime: An Evaluation of the
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice.
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upon the relationship between research and programming,
which occurs most often at the SPA level where it is part
of the dynamics of planning, the Federal research effort
could concentrate in developing and testing innovative
approaches to crime problems. This strategy is quite
similar to the one that was outlineu by GAO earlier.
Because a major research commitment is often required
in order to thoroughly develop and adequately test new
approaches to crime problems, the scale of such a commit-
ment--both in resources and tiineframes--is frequently
beyond the capacities of SPAs. Second, the range and.
degree of scientific competence necessary to mount a
highly sophisticated research effort are not normally
available at the SPA level. Third, an undertaking that
has a long-range timeframe but no clearly specifiable
product, and is risky as well, is simply inappropriate
for an action oriented agency, such as an SPA, to take
on alone. This is not to say that all research, develop-
ment, demonstration, test, and evaluation work be of
"long-term" nature. There is much valuable "immediate
solution" evaluation and research that could and should
be done. In short, the nature of a Federal research role
-in crime problem solving will depend not only on the needs to
be served but'also on the capacities that-are developed and
articulated within a cogent program and funding strategy which
will serve all levels- of the -intergovernmental c-r-ime-- control
system.

EXPANDED FEDERAL PROGRAM SCOPE

To the extent that specific program intervention strate-
gies transcend the traditional boundaries of criminal justice
system agency functions (i.e., enforcement, prosecution, ad-
judication, defense, rehabilitation, and general and special
deterrence), other Federal, State, and local human service
programs and agencies which are determined to have influence
upon crime and delinquency problems should be more directly
involved. To date the majority of LEAA supported programs
have tended to restrict their operational sphere of influence
to specific criminal justice system-based remedies. At pre-
sent we just do not know what are the reasonable expectations
of the enforcement of criminal law in achieving some desired
and demonstrated level of crime and-juveni-es deinquency re-
duction. 'Some of the'literature developed over the past 10
to 15 years suggests that-in making the criminal justice pro-
cess address too wide and complex a range of socially unac-
cepted behaviors can have the opposite effect of that'which'
was originally intended. Also, it is only in
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the past few years that there has been serious renewed
study of the deterrent and incapacitative effects of the
sanctioning strategies employed.by the criminal justice
system to control "illegal" behavior.

In laymen's terms, it is fairly well acknowledged
that there are a broad range of social, economic, psycho-
logical, and environmental forces which collectively operate
in the genesis of criminal and delinquent behavior. Poverty,
unemployment, inadequate educational opportunities, popula-
tion density, high rates of geographic mobility and a high
proportion of youthful "crime prone" individuals in the age
structure of American society have all been raised, along
with a variety of other forms of social pathology, as
"causes" of crime and juvenile delinquency.

At present it is not clear just how much money the
Federal Government allocates to programs and services,
as"ide from LEAA and Federal criminal justice agencies,
that have or could have a bearing upon crime and delin-
quency problems. However, if the amount of money in-
volved is as great as some believe, ther. thcee is a
strong possibility that no significant additional new
resources-would be required- in expanding Federal program
scope to address criminogenic (crime causing) influences

.... wbich reside- outside the-traditional boundaries of the -----....----
criminal justice system. Again there are a number of
different possible ways one could approach expanding
Federal program scope.

Interdepartmental olicy and *
program planning

Establishment of executive branch procedures and a
policy-planning-steering capability at a hierarchical
level above executive branch department levels might be
one avenue..to affect interdepartmental planning, joint
program development, implementation, and evaluation.
Further, there is no reason why an "expanded Federal
scope" approach could not also utilize a research,
development, demonstration, test, and evaluation strategy
to help better target and utilize existing Federal, State,
and local resources- (non-LEAA) as well--as LEAA-f'unds-to -
.ievelop some "critical mass" with respect to ameliorating
some of the criminogenic influences mentioned above,
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Community-based approach

And of course it may be an area where appropriate new
legislation might be; warranted, which mandates cooperative
joint ventures across Federal agencies. Such an initiative
might also emphasize. for example, taking a community-based
or focused approach in marshalling existing and limited new
resources to effect "true community" crinie and delinquency
prevention intervention strategies which are designed to
"fit"-a given locale's particular crime and delinquency
problem, Hfre again there is also an appropriate opportu--
nity to consider the advantages and limitations of a
rLsearch, development. demonstration, test, and evaluation
program methodology which places its emphasis upon
systerratic-pl"--ed-variation of different types of action
progr.ia strategies under contLollcd research conditions.

It was pointed out earlier in this staff study tha-
LEAA his initiated a new action program development process
which has some general similarities ti the RDDT&E notions
previously discussed. However, there is still a signifLcant
degree of inter-departmental inertia which LEAA quite
probably would not be able to overcome on its own initiative
-if.it were to address an -'expanded Federal program scope'"
approach, which would be dependent upon the support,

....cooper-ation, and involvement ofother. Federal ,..State,. and
local human services agencies.

Regardless of the number of different Federal, State,
and local agencies, programs, and services which would be
required to pursue an "expanded Federal scope" approach,
it is important that crime and delinquency prevention and
reduction and criminal justice system improvement strategies
be considered together. If pursued with a community-based
focus, prevention efforts would or should address three
basic forms of prevention--(l) punitive, (2) mechanical/

. incapacitative, and. (3) corrective. 1..

Punitive prevention strategies rely upon deterrence
of crime generally, or specifically by inhibiting new or re-
peat offenses through the enlightened and effective use of
criminal justic. sanctioning strategies. Mechanical and/or

l/Peter P. Lejins, "The Systematic and Composite Models
for Planning and Evaluation for -the Criminal Justice .
System," Paper presented at the Inter-American Congress
of Criminolugy, Curacas, Venezuela, -1972.--
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incapacitative praventiod strategies and techniques gener-
ally attempt to restrict or deny the opportunity to commit
law violations. Some examples include target hardening
through block-watch and environmental design activities,
property marking, and a variety of mechanical and protective
devices as well as the incapacitation of serious habitual
offenders.

Corrective prevention is designed to get at and
ameliorate the criminogenic (crime causing) factors and
forces in the larger sociocultural system and "correction"
of the individual oftender through effective programs of
rehabilitation involving a variety of resocialization
techniques.

These three forms of prevention, taken together, by
definition extend beyond the traditional boundaries and
authority of criminal justice agencies. A wide range of
human services programs and agencies would be involved.
However, it seems appropriate to consider the balance and
mix of these three basic forms of prevention in any true
"total system" approach to crime and delinquency problem
solving. Under the present legislation, it would be un-
realistic to expect LEAA and the State planning agencies
as they currently operate under block and categorical
grant programs to be able to systematically identify, plan,
and develop coordinated program strategies which would '
require broader based, involvement at Federal, State, and
local levels.

Therefore,'an "expanded Federal scope" approach would
necessitate much more intensive conceptual development and
policy planning than could be addressed within the scope
of this staff study.

The magnitude and complexity of crime and delinquency
problems may indeed require a total reassessment of the
fundamental premises and assumptions which undergird the
present Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. Even though
we are not in a position to articulate specifically and
precisely in what manner and which particular programand
funding strategy would best lend itself to the task, the
issues should not be dismissed simply because they are
complex-and difficult to grasp conceptually and organiza-
tionally. Finding a balanced approach which offeLs some
measure of hope in dealing with the Nation's crime and
delinquency' problem may not be simple and straight for-
ward, but tnen again neither is crime and juvenile
delinquency.
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'REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS

the Spectrum of Change Alternatives

As noted earlier, to date the LEAA program has main-.
tained a semblance of its original planning, block grant
financing instrument, and research and education structure.
But it has also taken on a variety of special planning,
categori:al funding mechanisms, and complex program proce-
dures and processes. In spite of a national trend over
the years toward Federal grant simplification ("revenue
sharing" thinking) and emphasis on local decisionmaking,
the LEAA program has increased its controls, complexity,
program assignments, and special funding preferences. It
is from this perspective that the following reported views
en revamping LEAA are presented.

The National Conference of State Criminal
Justice Planning Administrabors

In 197'6, the Natonal'Conference of State Criminal
Justice Planning Administrators (e.g., SPA-Directors)
issued 'a report'on LEAA and:-its part in Federal crime
control assistance to the States and localities. This
study concluded that the "Safe Streets" block grant
approach was fundamentally sound and should be reauthorized
for 5 years. In support of this position, a number of
changes were suggested calling for a "refocus" on distinct
State and Federal responsibilities:

:;). transition from yearly to multiyear
comprehensive plans, with annual
updating for programmed changes in
strategies and projects;

(2) authorizing the SPAs to act as
executive branch agencies under the
governors' jurisdiction, with complete
authority to plan and budget for the
total integrated State crimiinal
justice system:

(3) authorizing each State to develop and
implement its own goals, objectives,
and standards for crime reduction,
and administration of justice;
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(4) granting States complete discretion
in the character and makeup of
State supervisory EBards;

-(5) refocusing LEAA efforts primarily
on the effective development of
efficient, rational research, test,
evaluation, and technical assistance
information for State use.

This position might be viewed as a considered "keep the
block grant" proposition--with a refocusing or fine-tuning
of Federal/State responsibilities.

Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR)

In 1976, ACIR completed a detailed, comprehensive
review of LEAA's seven year experience with the block
grant. From this study emerged a clearcut prescription
for revamping LEAA: Decategorization.

Simply put, ACIR envisioned a return to the basic
block -grant concept with--elimination of "-red tape" through .....
five-year plan submissions (rather than annual plans)
with annual implementation statements; quality control
through clear plan standards; and better leadership through
close State legislature involvement and oversight; and
S'tate planning agency (SPA) assumption of the entire state-
wide planning and budgeting function for all criminal
justice agency components.

As its pximary theme, ACIR cautioned the Federal
government to stop establishing new planning and action
grant assistance categories and to eliminate those that 
already existed (e.g., corrections and juvenile delin-
quency). Also, ACIR recommended the allocation of all
formula funds through the comprehensive criminal justice
block grant mechanism. Finally, ACIR recommended (1)
removal of the statutory ceiling for personnel compensa-

.. -- tioni; (2) LEAA development of standards and performance
criteria to evaluate State plans' and 'to monitor and assess
State performance in implementing the plans; (3) greater
attention to the needs of the courts through increased
funding and greater participation on SPA supervisory
boards; and (4).clear LEAA definition of "local elected
officials"'for purposes of membership on the regional
planning unit supervisory boards.
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This position may.-be viewed as a."return to the
fundamentals" or "purification" of the block grant mechanism.

Twentieth Century Fund Task Force

In 1975-76, the'Twentieth Century Fund 1/ performed
an analysis of the LEAA program and offered a number of
recommendations on the appropriate degree of Federal
involvement in local criminal justice activity. In con-

trast to those proposing retent.on of the block grant
mechanism, the Fund advocated block grant elimination in
favor of a "special revenue sharing" concept--essentially
unreStricted federal monies granted directly to State,
county, and municipal governments. At the onset, this
would entail a basic reclarification of the Federal man-
date, eliminating the "crime reduction" goal and establish-
ing LEAA's primary purpose as a stimulator of State and
local criminal justice agency effectiveness in dealing
with crime.

The centerpiece of the Fund's prescription was the
recommendation that LEAA's regional offices be abolished

and.one half of the LEAA program funds be disbursed through
special revenue sharing wi-th no requirement--for State and ---

local matching funds. This money would flow directly to
State, county, municipal governments based on a statutory
formula.

The proposal also argued for a transformation of LEAA

into a new entity having primary responsibility for research,
experimentation, and evaluation at the national level. This
"new" agency would be directly responsible to the Attorney

General and control the remaining 50 percent of LEAA funds.
These funds would be directed toward research, evaluation,
and demonstration projects; the establishment of a quality.......
"in-house" research capability, and the development of
reliable, consistent criminal justice statistics.

Further changes proposed by the study included: (1)
elimination of required State comprehensive planning to
be substituted by financial incentives for-those juris-
dictions'that wish to'plan for the total State criminal 
justice budgets. Those taking'advantage of these planning
incentives would prepare 5-year plans and associated annual

1/A private, non-profit organization which performs economic,':
political, and social issue research.
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implementation statements; (2) allowing.LEAJ recipients of
higher education subsidies to select the college and
curriculum of their own choice; (3) aside from funding
emphasis on organized crime and corruption in government,
earmarking of funds should be eliminated; (4) selective
endorsement of certain proposed criminal justice standards
and financial rewards or incentives for those jurisdictions
'choosing to implement them.' . -

Thus,.the Twentieth Century Fund position was to allow
recipients greater latitude in using a guaranteed one half
of the program funds and sharply focus the Federal agency
role on research, evaluation, demonstration,.and leveraging
States' adoption of standards and planning through 'carrot-
on-the-stick" incentive schemes.

Center for National Security Studies

Perhaps one of the most critical reviews of LEAA's over-
all performance we reviewed is embodied in the 1976 report
Law and Disorder IV, sponsored by the' Center for National
Security Studies. This study called for abolishing the LEAA-
program as constituted, and proposed the creation of a
national-level research capability--insulated from political.-.--
pressures--to explore the causes and prevention of criminal
behavior and develop techniques of translating successful
research findings into operational programs. Such research
would also focus on'the ways other non-law enforcement
social service programs in education, hiealth, community
development, etc., rel.dte to or can b," redirected to more
effectively prevent crime.

Along' with the research function, special emphasis was
also urged on Federal creation and support of a statistical
program.ccmponent to measure the.volume and. kinds.of crime
occuring as well as the characteristics of victims and
offenders. Again the key element was insulating this
activity from political pressures.

Lastly, while skeptical that broad fiscal relief for
State/ L cal criminal justice activities is necessary, the
study suggested that if a genuine case could be made for 
such financial assistance, the funds should be distributed
through general revenue sharing, giving local officials
the authority to fund areas most in need of support anid
minimizing unwanted Federal meddling.

Thus,.:the-proposed solution may be seen as abandoning
national-'criminal justice formula assistance and reverting
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to a quality research, statistics, evaluation, and policy-
analysis -role for the Federal'government.

While by no means exhaustive, the foregoing proposals
tend to range across the gamut of possibilities available
to Congress in considering LEAA reorganization. Viewed
from one perspective, the proposals are not as radically
different or unique as might be believed. At some point,
pure "block grants" begin to merge with "special revenue
sharing." Incentives for planning can come very close to
becoming mandates for planning if incentives are large
enough.

In a country used to Federal assistance in meeting
hard pressed budgets, totally dropping large scale aid
initially qualifies as a "large" change. Even here, haw-
ever, if the slack were taken up by a compensating increase
in general revenue sharing revenues, the net fiscal "pinch"
may be negligible.

Federal aid and Federal attempts to influence State
and local governments dateback to our Nation's beginnings .
Although Feder'al assistance to subnational governments was
small in earlier times, it was as controversial then as it is
now. State and local governments have always wanted to be
as free from Fedeal control as possible and have found
this freedom incieasingly curtailed as Federal involvement
in domestic programs has increased. On the other hand, the
goal of keeping the Federal government at arms length must
be reconciled with the responsibility of Congress and the
President to do all they can to assure that national goals --
and objectives are satisfactorily achieved. Striking an
acceptable balance between the needs of State and local
governments and the goals and responsibilities of the
Federal government is the essential nub of the issue--and
one for which there are no easy answers.

There are, however, a number of sub-issues which may
-help define-the appropriate Federal role in crime and-juvenile
delinquency problem solving and-in improving criminal justice
and law enforcement and which underpin any eventual program
design and associated funding mechanism. These include:

--What should the stated legislative mandate be?
What are the priorities? How specific-should
it be and how should success in achieving it be
measured? Over what period of time? By whom?
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--Do we know what causes crime and how to
stop it? Is research necessary? Basic or
applied? Who should do it? What should
its objectives and priorities be?- Who
should receive its results? When? How?

--Should State/local comprehensive planning
'-e required or should the Federal level
grant incentives for those choosing to
plan? Annual or multiyear? -

--Should the Federal government deaL diectly
with all grant recipients (counties or
cities) or should the States be the official
conduit for funds used by local units? What
are the tradeoffs?

--Should the Federal government require balance
in programming and funding'the separate
criminal justice components (police, courts,
and corrections) or allow States to decide
appropriate allocation?

In the last analysis, -the answers to these questions
should reflect the exten-t-to--which the Congress believes
subnational units of government have the capability and
determination' to identify their mutual and separate
problems, find appropriate solutions, and rigorously
employ resulting strategies in the most equitable, humane,
and efficient manner while giving priority to national
objectives and goals.
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APPENDIX I -

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES FOR
IMPROVING THE NATIONAL IF'. ITUTE
OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL

.JUSTICE

1. Develop more research programs that are cumulative in ;

nature.

2. Use a longer-range set of priorities to guide indi-i-
dual project choices, which are not Dependent solely
on promises of immediate payoff.

3. Use devices for making funding choices which force
examination and review of related research that has
already been undertaken, tighten research designs,
and determine appropriate and competent grantees
and contractors.

4. Require all grantees and contractors, upon'completion
.of their projec-ts, to make available their data forf ---
secondary analysis: replication, and verification.

5. Use announcements of areas of interest as the primary
means of generating concept papers and proposals,
rather than relying heavily on solicitations with
precise specifications of research design.

6. Place emphasis upon granting rather than contracting
as a method of obtaining research. Contracting should
be limited to a chosen set of priorities and specific
research interests with proj'ects having precise and
known deliverable products.

7. Use a variety of mechanisms to establish more positive
relationships with a broadly defined research commu-
nity, and t enrich the dialogue between staff and
quality researchers through

--raising the visibility of the National
Institute-in various potential grantee
communities;

--making use of extended leave and
exchange programs to give researchers
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experience in grant development and
administration and to give adminis-
trators who have been trained in
research the opportunity to engage
in research in academic settings;

--articulating clearly, its priority
settings and funding procedures to
the research community.

8.- The budget of the National Institute should not be
increased in the near future. There should first be
a change in emphasis to smaller proposals within
specified program areas or of a pilot nature; and the
National Institute should reassess its position with
respect to the knowledge it will have developed in 3
to 5 years.

9. Establish formal peer review procedures and an over-
all advisory panel for general program planning within
structure of a three-tiered advisory system

--a statutory Advisory Board on Criminal
Justice Research to set overall

- .---- .prior-ities;-

--program planning panels for each of
the selected set of program areas;

--individual project review panels.

10. Employ a less obtrusive monitoring-system to permit
grantees more flexibility.

11. Create a framework for program administration and
.. budget allocation based on substantive program areas.
Functional divisions, whether they relate to criminal
justice operations (police, courts, corrections) or
Institute mandates (dissemination, evaluation, and
technology) should serve only to provide particular
expertise to program and project development, not to
suggest-substantive divisions.

12. Funding levels should not be rigidly fixed within
such substantive areas.

13. Strict funding cycles--two or three a year--should
be established and adhered to.
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14. The structure of the National Institute research
program should have appropriate evaluation, dis--
semination, and technology development functions
integrated into the major researcn effort.
Components should be represented on whatever
decisionmaking mechanisms are developed to set
the research agenda.

The Acting Director of the Nationa! Institute takes
issue with the next five recommendations pertaining to the
operating conditions and organizational placement made by
the National Academy of Sciences Committee.

15. In order to enhance the integrity of the
National Institute and its program, and to
increase its ability to contribute objectively
to LEAA from an appropriate distance. LEAA's
domination over the National Institute must be
eliminated. At the very least, the Director
must have full processing and sign-off authority
over all National Institute awards, control
over the National Institute's administrative
budget'and personnel, and detailed program re-
view... The Director-should be at the level of
--Assistan-t -Attor-ney Gener-a-l and should be ap-
pointed by the Attorney General of the United
States.

16. In order to assure the National Institute's
functional independence from LEAA, protection
from the politicization of the Attorney General's
role, and guidance in-its work by the principles
of scientific excellence, overall program priori-
ties should be set by a statutorily authorized
criminal justice research advisory board.

17. The Director of the National Institute should
be chosen from candidates with significant
experience and recognition in both research and
research administration.

18. In order tc-ensure oor--nati6n among the
various activities closely related to the
research mission of the National Institute
end to ensure the creation of an integrated
.ntellectual and administrative base, the
National Criminal Justice Information and
Statistics Service, the National Institute
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion, and Project Search should all be in
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the National Institute t.tructure. The National
Academy of Sciences Committee also endorses the
idea of a bureau of criminal justice statistics;
the ideal arrangement would be to locate this
bureau within an independent National Institute.

19. Major functions and activities that are-extra-
neous to the National Institute's substantive
research program, such as formalized technical
assistance to criminal justice planners and prac-
titioners-in designing and performing project
evaluations, or the packaging and marketing
aspects of dissemination, should be located within
LEAA's Office of Regional Operations (now the
Office of Criminal Justice Programs), rather
than in the National Institute.
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